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"I recommend the FlexStar- Exciter.
It's an extremely reliable way

to launch HD Radio- broadcasting."

Bob Hensler
Vice Presiaent of Engineering

Colorado Public Radio
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FieXStarnA HDI-100 Importer HDE-100 Exporter HDX-FM/HD Exciter Managing Content. Delivering Results.

Real Time Spectral Display
This exclusive Harris feature
provides easy verification of
FCC musk compliance.

"We've found Harris' new Exciter, along with the Importer and Exporter, to be very flexible and
reliable. There are more inputs on this Exciter than any other brand, allowing flexibility and
minimal downtime. Plus, Harris is the first to include iBiquity's Exgine Architecture which gives

us a simplified, more reliable installation. With the help of Harris, we now provide more streams

and channels to the Denver population without adding transmission sites. I recommend the
Harris FlexStar family to other radio groups. It's as easy as new technology can be to operate

and helps us accomplish our goals."

,11ZRIS assuredcommunications-
Broadcast Microwave R F  Government Systems www.harris.com
For information call: 800-622-0022 HD Radio is a trademark of iBiquity Digital Corporation 2006.
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Remote Broadcasting
over the Internet
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The remote from Mexico was a
spectacular success. in no small
part thanks to the flawless sound
which the Tieline G3 provided
over the public Internet

-Mike Rabey Chief Engineer
Entercom Indianapolis

Read the full story and get a FREE IP demo
www.tieline.com/ip

800-950-0750
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Selected headlines from the past month.
-=
ec Cumulus Media Completes Acquisition of Susquehanna

Public Emergency Communications Network Emerges

There are reports that some staff changes have been made at the former Susquehanna stations,which is not
unexpected with any ownership consolidation.

The National SOS Radio Network is a free communications network based on the estimated 100 million FRS-
compatible radios already used by the public.

WZLX Offers 24 -hour Surround Sound Broadcasting
The transmissions will be carried on WZLX's digital HD Radio channel,
which simulcasts the analog FM program.

John Battison Honored with SBE Lifetime
Achievement Award

Battison has played a significant role in the radio industry; from working
in radio stations to founding the Society of Broadcast Engineers in 1963.

Find the mic and win!
Tell us where you think the

mic icon is placed on this issue's cover
and you could win a Heil mic

courtesy of Transauclio Group.

We'll award a This month,
different Heil enter to win a

mic each month Heil Sound PR -30.
during 2006.

Enter by June 10.
Send your entry to

radio@prismb2b.com.
Include your name, mailing address and phone number.

1BANSAUDIO

BROADCASTING
www.transaudiogroup.com

No purchase necessary.
For complete rules, go to beradio.com.

Survey: Radio is Important
to Americans

The survey found that 78 percent said radio is
important in their everyday lives.

Site Features
Today in Radio History

Important dates that have shaped radio are avail-
able online.These dates are also listed on the
2006 Radio Industry Calendar.

Technical Glossary -=4T
Need a reference for all the new technology
terms? We have it for you.

Currents Online Weekly E-mail
Get the Radio magazine headlines delivered
to your e-mail box every Monday morning.
Subscribe today for the latest radio technology
headlines.

Digital Radio Update Twice a Month
Stay up to date with the source of digital audio
broadcasting news and information. The cover-
age extends to DRM,satellite radio and more.
Subscribe today.

NAB2006 Photo Blog
Radio magazine brings NAB2006 to you in pho-
tos from the convention. From the sessions to the
meetings to the show floor, see it all in the Radio
magazine daily photo blog.

6 May 2006 Raft] magazine www.beradio.com



"Connect POTS to ISDN?

You've got to be kidding!"

At Telos, we're obsessed with quality audio. We were the first to marry DSP with

broadcast phone hybrids to achieve clean, clear caller audio. We invented Zephyr

Earth's most popular way to send CD -quality audio over ISDN. And now our DSF

experts have built the best -sounding POTS codec ever - Zephyr Xport.

Instead of proprietary algorithms, we chose MPEG-standard aacPlus`, the same

coding used by XM Satellite Rack), Digital Radio Mondiale, Minnesota Public Radio,

Apple Computer and many others to deliver superior audio at low bit rates. (Ar
optional ISDN interface lets Xport connect to Zephyr Xstream with Low -Delay MPEG

AAC, or with nearly all third -party ISDN codecs using G.722.)

There's no need for a studio -side POTS line. Your studio's Zephyr Xtrearn
receives Xport's POTS calls via its existing ISDN line, eliminating the cost of a
second POTS codec and delivering smooth, clear digital audio to your listeners.

And Xport makes unexpected modem re-training extinct thanks to custom DSP
algorithms that extract stable performance from even marginal phone lines. Xport
gives you surprisingly clean 15 kHz remote audio at bit rates as low as 19 kbps.

No wonder clients tell us Zephyr Xport is the world's best -sounding POTS codec.

But don't take their word for it - hear it for yourself.

Zephyr X It's all about the audio.

Two -input mixer with sweetening for remote Xport's aacPlus and Low -Delay Xport lets ycu nd in[
Omnia, switchable Phantom power,.; control: feed PCM audio right into ' ''''...t3 AAC deliver superb fide, ty receive audio

and send I receive headphone mix the codec from any Windows'. ...:2 coding enables connections headset tack.

make life on the road easy, laptop. Great for newsier on the go. with 3rd -party codecs. too meaning to the phrase's ncning it in"

AUDIO I NETWORKS

Telos. the Tolos logo. Zephyr and Omnia ire r ..istered trademarks of TLS Corporation. aacPlus is a trademarr . rding Technologies, Inc. Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Co. p.
All other trademarks are property cf their respective owners Al rights reserved. 2005, TLS Corporation



Viewpoint
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A quick recap

fter several months of planning and prepa-
ration, the week-long flurry of activity of
NAB2006 his already come and gone. Now
the post-sh& discussion begins. OurJune
issue will have details of the products and
services that were shown at the convention,
but until then, here are some of the prevail-
ing ideas and themes from the show.

Just as in previous years, the top item of
interest was once again digital radio, and
HD Radio was in the spotlight. There were
some exhibits discussing DRM and a few
mentions of FM Extra. There was nothing
on Cam -D.

While the RFside of HD Radio is not nec-
essarily new, the capabilities of multicast-
ing and datacasting garnered lotsof interest.
While the big players are investigating the
second and third phases of deployment,
the smaller groups and stand-alone owners
are finally taking notice of HD Radio. Several
transmitter manufacturers told me that they
were answering basic questions from groups
that are now looking to get started.

The early adopters are already on board.
Now the middle adopters are beginning
to take note.

One absence on the convention floor
was Ibiquity itself, which did not have a
booth,although representatives from the
company were making the rounds. Some
people think that this was a poor choice

from Ibiquity,but I disagree. While the out-
of-site,out-of-mi nd mentality is easy to

apply,it's more important to keep a

)PI booth? More HD Radio

broad perspectiveperspective in mind.What
would Ibiquity haveshown in its

V ers? Done that. Discuss the
V

A

V technology? Already heard

It that. !big u ity was represented
in the booths of transmitter

t VIII manufacturers, antenna
t' manufacturers and auto-

mation suppliers. Just like
Fraunhofer and Coding

Technologies didn't push
MP3 and AAC Plus from
a booth, neither does

Ibiquity have to.

The second main discussion item can be described by
the word competition, the merging of the words coopera-
tion and competition. When two companies compete for
the same market segment it seems impossible that there
could be some common ground for both players to work
together on something that would be mutually beneficial,
but that's exactly what happens. On further investigation,
it can be seen that the competitive element between the
two companies actually has some areas that do not over-
lap. With some coordination, the missing elements of one
can be paired with the strengths of another to develop the
competitive cooperation: competition.

There were two prominent examples of this at the conven-
tion: Nautel and Continental working together to market
their FM product lines in the United States and Canada,
and Radio Systems and Axia providing Axia IP audio con-
nectivity in the Radio Systems Millenium consoles.

Both efforts pair the strengths of the players. While in
the short-term there may be some loss in a given aspect,
the long-term will likely benefit both more. It also benefits
radio broadcasters by providing additional choices and
options.

This level of cooperation is something new, but there are
examples of past efforts that paved the way. One came to
pass about a year ago when Translantech Sound partnered
with Broadcast Warehouse to work on audio processing.
Others are less familiar, such as the small Harris console
that was actually an Arrakis console on the inside.

We haven't seen the end of these partnerships yet.
The third popular topic wraps audio inside an IP package.

IP Audio-also not the newest technology-seemed to be
a part of many things. The three more popular forms of
IP Audio, Ethersound, Cobranet and Axia, were in lots of
exhibits. Even OMT had a display with Wheatstone's ver-
sion. IP audio is making its way into our studios, and it's
also being shown to be viable outside as well.

Distribution of audio via codecs from Comrex,Tieline,
Musicam and Prodys showed that IP networks are a viable
means of audio contribution. We have seen examples of
this previously from Audio TX and Energy-Onix, but we
are now on phase two of the technology.

Chriss Scherer, editor
cschererooprismb2b.com

E-mail: radio@prismb2b. corn
Fax: 913-514-7201

8 May 2006 Raft) magazine www.beradio.com



This is how you feel when you find out
the remote is this afternoon.

ACCESS IP Codec is how you cope.

Read all about BRIC technology in the IP Audio Coding brochure.

Want a copy? Contact us at 800-237-1776 or check our website

at www.comrex.com/ip

ACCESS uses BRIC technology on the public Internet to deliver wideband

mono or stereo audio on an IP network. Use it on DSL, cable. VViFi, satellite,

a single POTSline.EA3G cellular, or pretty much whatever you've got. It can even operate

as a POTS coder, delivering wideband mono or stereo audio over

Your Pass to Amazing Audio From Anywhere

Put Comrex On The Line.

Toll Free: 800-237-1776  www.comrex.com  e-mail: inforigcamrex.com
19 Pine Road, Devens, IVIA 01434 USA  Tel: +1-978-784-1776  Fax: +1-978-784-1717
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Figure 1. A typical delta connection.

RF Engineering

Three phases are better than one
By John Battison, RE., technical editor, RF

ost engineers come to radio having been
brought up on single-phase 240V primary
power supplies with a small pole trans-
former hanging outside the house. Many
small radio stations exist efficiently with
a similar type of power supply. But when
transmitter power increases are authorized
it becomes necessary to consider a three-
phase power supply and its attendant
additional wiring.

On the surface, three-phase operation
may appear to be a lot more complicated
than single-phase work, and for that reason

is not preferred by some
engineers. In his early
work, Nikola Testa, the fa-
ther of three-phase opera-
tion, showed that it was
actually more efficient
than the more popular
single-phase system.

However, in larger sta-
tions three-phase power
is generally the choice for

Figure 2. A star or wye connection with
the optional ground connection.

several reasons. When the load on a three-
phase system is properly balanced, a 25
percent to 30 percent saving may be made
on the cost of the conductors for a single-
phase system with the same kVA rating.

The power delivered by a three-phase
system does not pulse in the same way as
a single-phase supply in which the power

actually falls to zero three times each cycle. A three-phase
system power never falls to zero. This creates smoother
and better operating characteristics in the three-phase
systems.

Transformers can be smaller in a three-phase system
because the kVA rating will be about 150 percent higher
than for similar size single-phase transformer.

The load in a three-phase system is generally connected
in one of two ways: wye or a delta connection. The wye
connection is sometimes called a star connection.

Carry the load
With a delta connection,each section of the three loads

receives the full wire -to -wire voltage. In the case of the
star connection shown in Figure 2 the voltage across each
leg will be 1/-0 times the line voltage. Sometimes the
center point of the star connection is grounded but not
always. Some transmitters obtain reduced power opera-
tion by switching the power transformer from a delta to
a star connection.

The number of phases used in a primary power supply
is not limited to three. Six, nine or even 12 can be used.
In some applications multiphase operation is frequently
more efficient. Multiphase operation is often used in high -
power transmitters because with a given type of rectifier it
is possible to obtain more power and a higher dc voltage
from a multiphase rectifier system.

Three-phase operation is flexible. It's possible to exchange
the number of phases as desired by varying the manner
in which the secondaries are connected and by using
additional transformers.

There is,however,a caveat in connection with the use of
three-phase motors-especially fan motors. Always con-
nect a phase monitor on such a circuit. If a phase fails,
motors will usually continue to run but will be too slow,
with resultant tube or equipment damage.

Special use
There is an interesting special circuit,which is mentioned

in case a reader comes across one in an older,high-power
transmitter.The primary connections may be puzzling.The
circuit uses two transformers to convert three-phase power
to two-phase for hum -free operation of the filaments of the
final pair of tubes operating in phase quadrature. This is
called the Scott connection (named after its inventor),and
it is shown in Figure 3. The two secondary outputs go to
the final tube filaments.

One of the problems that broadcast engineers experience
is that of harmonics in the power supply. Harmonics in a
three-phase system are frequently produced by variable
speed drives for ac motors and electronic drives for dc
motors. Power supplies for ac/dc that use pulse width

10 May 2006 ItailloAnduazine www.beradio.com



AWADIS
THE COMPLETE AUDIO/MEDIA
PLATFORM AND SOLUTION

Decentralized Audio/Media Network

WAD'S D.C.!,
Digital Audio Prcduction

OEM -Products

AIVADIS D.C.111
Digital Radio Broadcast

VARI
Public Address

Digital Radio Dn-Air

MORE THAN JUST A DIGITAL AUDIO NETWORK OUR TECHNOLOGY
VADIS is the state of the art Audio/Media Platform for the professional IS YOUR SUCCESS

audio industry with the versatility to provide solutions for
numerous applications  Integrated platform concept

VADIS the premier audio solution. integrates audio and control across
multiple audio discipl nes oonverging on -air production post production

live sounc, and sound reinforcement onto one platform.

For more information

visit www. klotzdigital.com

or call 678-966-9S00

 Fiber optic networking

 Any audio source - anywhere

DIGITAL



Filament B

RF Engineering

modulation are a good example of electronic devices
producing harmonics.

Circuit breakers that trip when not expected,as well
as overheated wiring and transformers are frequently
the result of harmonics on the power line. Harmonic
generation can have a positive or a negative sequence.
Positive sequence harmonics rotate in the same direc-
tion as the fundamental and, as might be expected,
negative harmonics rotate in the opposite direction.

3 Phase
Supply

Filament A

Figure 3. A Scott connection has similarities
to a wye.

25 kW

a WI

50 kW
AM transmission just right for YOUR station.

MINI1111111111111111111111=
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The new 25 kW 4MX 25, like the award -winning
4MX 50, is designed to meet the demands of both
analog and digital transmission. Based on BE's

patent -pending 4M Modulation''- they both boast
unparalleled 88% typical efficiency into a small footprint
with a price to match. Power amplifiers, each with their
own power supply, can be removed and replaced while

15" XGA Graphkal User Interface the transmitter remains on the air. Dual, low -voltage
power supplies allow full operation with no loss of power or service even if one goes
off line. Power levels down to 250 W meet all your power level needs, day and night.

I=E
Broadcast Electronics, Inc.  4100 North 24th Street. Quincy, Minces 62305-3606
Telephone: (217) 224-960X)  Fax: (217) 224-9607  E -Mail: bdcast®bdcastozel

Broadcast Electronics and the BE logo are registered trademarks and 4MX and
4M Modulation are trademarks of Broadcast Electronics Inc.

1

Positive harmonic sequences cause circu it
breakertripping,and transformerand wiring
overheating. Similar problems are caused
by negative sequence harmonics as well as
slow speeds in induction motors resulting
in overheating and excessive power con-
sumption. When overheating problems
are encountered, and especially when
motor speeds are slow,it is worth checking
for harmonic invasion.

Apart from some solid-state power sup-
plies,electronic ballasts can also produce
harmonics. Equipment using power in
square pulses is usually more prone to
developing harmonics. In some cases
harmonic problems have been found to oc-
cur with four -wire wye connected systems.
If harmonic interference is suspected a
scope will usually trace the problem.

Just as in the case of a single-phase power

supply, power factor correction has to be
applied to each phase in a three-phase
system. The need for power factor correc-
tion is quite simple to understand when
we examine a typical motor circuit that
consists of inductance (the motor wind-
ings) and resistance.

Under no load conditions a motor looks
like a circuit with a lot of inductance and
low resistance. Most of the power drawn
is used to energize a magnetic system.
The current used is 90° out of phase with
the voltage.

Now consider true or real power. In elec-
trical terms,this occurs when electricity is
changed intosome other form of energy. In
the case of a motor torque is produced as
well as friction losses; heat is also another
transformation of electricity into energy.
The only real power produced under no
load conditions is that used to overcome
friction and other losses. So the circuit
looks like a small resistance in series with
a large inductance.

E-mail Battison at batcom@bright.net

12 May 2006 Ratilamuazine www.beradio.com



FCC Update

FCC hedges bet on gambling advertising
By Harry Martin

eeral laws on the advertising of lotteries and casino
g wing Appear to be straightforward. Title 18 U.S.C.
§ 4 provides that it shall be a criminal offense to permit
t broadcasting of any advertisement of "any lottery, gift
e rprise or similar scheme" This prohibition is gener-
a understood to include not only lotteries and casino
g bling, but also any activity in which anything of value
is en for a chance to win another thing of value.

ed on this statutory mandate, Section 73.1211 of
FCC's rules prohibits broadcasters from broadcast-

ny advertisement for "any lottery, gift enterprise or
s ar schemer with a few important exceptions. First,
t rohibition does not apply to lotteries conducted by
st where the station broadcasting the advertisement is
lo ed within a state that conductssuch a lottery.The rules
al provide an exception for lotteries and other activities
p itted by state law and conducted by non -for -profits
or an incidental promotional activity by commercial
or izations.Also excepted are non-profit fishing contests.
M significantly, gaming activities conducted by Indian
tn s pursuant to federal law may be advertised.

s, the rules on their face permit the advertising of
c in casino activities (when conducted by Indian tribes)
bu ey still prohibit the advertising of precisely the same
ac ities (when, say, Indians aren't involved).

R ching conclusions
in part to these inconsistencies, a U.S. District Court

fo w Jersey concluded ,i n Players Intemational,Inc.v.U.S,
th he federal prohibitions on the advertising of casino
ga ling failed to pass First Amendment scrutiny. In early
19' , the government appealed that decision to the U.S.
Co of Appeals for the Third Circuit. In 1999, however,
w the Players appeal was pending, the Supreme Court
de ed that advertising private casino gambling could not
be rohibited in states in which such gambling is legal,
w her or not Indians were involved. In light of the Su -
pr: e Court's decision, the Department of Justice (DOJ)
fil to withdraw its appeal of the Players case and noti-
fie ongress that the DOJ would not continue to defend
th: onstitutionality of Section 1304 as applied to truthful
br dcast advertising for lawful casino gambling.

s, it would appear that broadcasters can air truthful
ad rtising for lawful casino gambling,regardless of where
th roadcaster is located. But in 1999 the FCC issued
a blic Notice that referred to the Justice Department's
ac ns but did not explicitly take the same position with
re t to the effect of Section 73.1211 of the FCC's rules.
Ins ad, the FCC promised that it would re-evaluate the
m. er following the Third Circuit's disposition of the
Pl.  rs case.

P - Third Circuit dismissed the Players case in 2000, but

e -

t. I

the FCC has yet to revisit the subject. Thus,
broadcasters are left with the fact that
the FCC has never officially disavowed its
rules restricting casino advertising, even
though the Justice Department expressly
disavowed the underlying federal statute.
This creates an odd situation in which the
FCC's rules on their face expressly prohibit
conduct which the DOJ has concluded is
perfectly legal, and the DOJ's position is
bolstered by no less an authority than a
Supreme Court's ruling. And the FCC's own
1999 public notice might reasonably be
read as the Commission's effort to publicly
disavow its rule (even if the notice in fact
stopped short of doing precisely that).That
conclusion could reasonably be drawn
from the fact that the FCC has not enforced
the rule since that public notice.

But the fact remains that the FCC,whether
through bureaucratic inertia or otherwise,
has left the rule on the books. As a practical
matter, lawyers are reluctant to counsel
their clients to ignore rules that are still
included in the FCC rule book. But if
there were ever any inclination to provide
such counsel, this would certainly be an
obvious place for it. The combination of
factors at work here strongly indicates
that this rule is a dead letter, unlikely to be
enforced again.

Martin is immediate -past president of the Federal
Communications BarAssociation and a member
of Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, Arlington, VA.
E-mail martin@thhlaw.com.

Dateline:
July 10 is the deadli le for radio stations in all

states to place their qJarterky lists of issues and
programs in their public files for the period April
1 to June 30, 2006.

Aug. 1 is the due dare for biennial ownership
reports for radio stations in I linois and Wisconsin.

Aug. 1 is the deadliie for -adio stations in the
following states to place their annual EEO public
file reports in their public fi.es and place them
on their websites: Californa, Illinois, North
Carolina, South Carolina and Wisconsin.

www.beradio.com Ranks' magazine May 2006 21
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fit the needs of your unique situation.
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the best choice.
AKG Professional Headsets are designed for on -air broadcast and recording use and come in a variety cf models.

Choose between an on -the -ear or around -the -ear closed -back studio headphone with a gooseneck -mounted
dynamic or condenser microphone that's response -optimized to capture vocal subtleties. With lots of usecul features

like detachable input cables, intelligent microphone muting and our popular self-adjusting headband, it's easy to find

an AKG Professional Headset that's perfect for your application.

For other professional audio products, see our website: www.akg.com/us.

H airman International Company k2000AKGArnatos AKG , a rerstered trademark date Amelia GmbH. a Harman International Industnes. Ina:operated company Believe In Your Passion'
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Manipulating program service data
for RBDS, HD Radio or a website is

a recent requirement for an automa-
tion system. More complex data is

handled through a separate system.

When you shop for a new au-
tomation system, one of the best
things you can do is talk to other
broadcasters. Everyone will have tammo....1

.1.1.1.11.

interface and how easy or difficult it was to learn the system. Talk
to traffic and program directors about how the system interfaces
with traffic and programming software.

When you narrow your decision down to a few vendors ask for
demos. Make sure the system has all the features you need now and
the ability to grow with your needs. The automation marketplace
is competitive today, so vendors should be willing to go the extra
mile to meet your needs.

If you are changing automation systems, look for companies that
will offer on -site training. No matter how many problems you had
with your old system,you will encountersome resistance to change
and having someone there to hold people's hands can help.

eradioexperience

different experiences and no two
will be the same, so speak to as many people as possible. Talk to
engineers about the ease of the installation and the reliability of
the system. Talk to jocks and production people about the user

Data streams
One of the features that broadcasters

have been demanding from system
providers is a way to feed a data stream
from the automation computer by means
of RS -232 serial or II? Many broadcasters
use this data stream to simply provide
song title and artist information to a"now
playing" feature on a website or to RBDS
or HD Radio encoders. There is,however,
more that can be accomplished with this
data stream.

Some automation companies have
developed ways to run not only title and

artist, but also information like traffic conditions or weather. Even
different ad campaigns can run on the RBDS/HD Radio display
whenever a certain commercial is played. Another use of this

Snap, Crackle, Pop?
Dropouts?

Intermittents?

sales@sencore corn

0

0

litstream
Digital Rat:.
glock,Sardolt
BitScce5e
Distortion Meter

DA795

Digital Audio Analyzer

0

O

Solve Digital Audio Problems

www.sencore.com 1-800-'36-2673 or 1.605.339 0100

Pro

Digital Audio
Analyzer

3203 Sencore Drive  Sioux Falls, SO 57107 USA
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"When KCRW went to rebuild its studios, we chose StudioHub
from Radio Systems for it's many pluses. The modular compo-
nents made wiring quick, clean and easily reconfiguratle."

"It's obvious that the system was designed by pros who have
worked in real world radio studios and who anticipated the needs
of today's installations while still allowing for growth and change
on the fly."

"Category -5 cable works flawlessly as a universal audio transport
cable in our infrastructure. Unlike traditional punch blocks, crimp
connectors and barrier strip terminations, StudioHub's failure rate
has been nearly zero in the 4 plus years we've been using it."

"Our installation was done on o very tight time line\ from demoli-
tion to operation. StudioHub went in quickly and cleanly with no
fuss -allowing us to save time and money on installation. If I were
to do it again, I'd choose StudioHub over traditional wiring typolo-
gies without hesitation!"

CONNECT EVERYTHING

THE CAT -5 STUDIO WIRING SOLUTION

Studicz+
loin a cast of thousands who now count on StudioHub+,
THE broadcast wiring so.ution.

StudioHub+ is the CAT -5 wiring system that lets you plug
and play all your studio and rack -room equipment with an
elegant system of pre -made cables and adapters.

StudioHub+ is the universal analog and digital approach to
wiring all your broadcast gear.

See the Movie!
Log on to www.studiohub.com/themovie
to view scenes of KCRW and hear the
whole KCRW/StudioHub+ story from
Steve Herbert, Chief Engineer and the
sequel from 8 other StudioHub+ sites
arcund the US.

Radio Systems, Inc.  6oi Heron Drive  Logan Township, NJ 08085
Phone: 856-467-8000  Fax: 856-467-3044  www.studiohub.com



technology is to help promote station concerts or events whenever a cer-
tain artist plays. Some automation companies have even launched secure
websites that allow a user to configure these different campaigns. These
functions are tied to the automation system's function of storing and play-
ing audio files, but the process of streaming the additional data is going to
be handled through another system.

Remote capabilities
The ability to remotely voice track has become a necessity for broadcast-

ers today. This feature has become popular in the past few years with the
easy availability of high-speed Internet connections and the need or desire

The Word is Out - iMediaTouch is the
fastest growing Automation System...

...wondering why?
Broadcast Automation Software

With three new installations a week, iMediaTouch
keeps beating out the competition.Why are we so hot?

"We looked at many different
systems and kept getting drawn
back to OMT's iMediaTouch!
I spoke with programmers and
engineers that use iMediaTouch
and those that use other
systems ...NO iMediaTouch user
could come up with a system
downfall. That's a powerful
statement!"

Chris Maestle - PD
Verstandig Broadcasting

)) HD -2 Multicasting

)) RDS & Pad Interface

)) Instant website integration

)) Non -Stop Broadcasting

)) Group Wide -Area solutions

)) New On -Air Interface

Call ourToll Free Sales DeskToday 888-665-0501

Download a Free Trial Version
@ www.imediatouch.com MSInventing Radio Trends

Resource
Guide

Manufacturers of
automation software

and accessories

AEQ
954-581-7999
www.."111r"Idcacts(-"n)
Arbor Audio Comm.
+31 314 399 055
www.arbor-audio.cont

Arrakis Systems
970-461-0730
www.arrakis-systems.com

Broadcast Electronics
217-224-9600
www.hdcast.com

Broadcast Software Int.
888-BSI-USA1
\,,w.bsiusa.com

Broadcast Technical
Services Group
318-395-8410
www.btsg.com

But* Software
604-684-3140
www.burli.com

Crystal Computer
770-932-0970
www.crystalcc.com

D.A.V.I.D.
888-374-3040
www.latitude-edition.corn

Dalet Digital Media Systems
212-825-3322
www.dalet.com

dcstools.com
952-949-9450
www.dcstools.com

Digital Juke Box
740 -282 -SOFT
wwwsligitaljukebox.com

Dmarc Broadcasting
888-438-7268
www.dmarc.net

DRS Systemtechnik
800-903-4152
www.drs2006.com

Enco Systems
800-362-6797
www.enco.com

Jute/
+35 8 20 7476 200
www.jutel.fi

KLZ Innovations
800-334-9640
www.klz.com
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of stations to use talent from outside the market. The majority of automa-
tion companies can accomplish the remote uploading of voice tracks but
many also offer the ability to share any audio or data file. This is a useful
feature that allows stations to have an audio piece produced in one loca-
tion and send it to other locations and have it integrated seamlessly into
the automation system.

In addition to routing audio around to remote locations, another remote
feature offered by somesystem providers is remote control.Thisallowsa user
from a remote site to connect and control the on -air system. This is a great
feature for remotes or even to allow a PD to access the system from home,

as opposed to driving to the sta-
P. IA V. Ma I.. I. a Ora Cara.. Cr eisevre
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Voice tracking, in -studio or via the Internet, is a
widely used function of automation systems.

tion to make changes as needed.
Another benefit of remote access
is to allow the station engineer to
get into the system to make fixes
or offer help without having to
drive in after hours. Some automa-
tion companies even offer secure
Web access to view the status of
the system.

HD Radio capabilities
The ability of an automation

system to fully utilize the features
of HD Radio is another must for
broadcasters today. This includes
features such as playing uncom-
pressed audio and offering data

Acoustics First
Materials To Control Sound
And Eliminate Noise

Control On A Roll
Vinyl Barrier to block noise. Increases wall
mass without increasing its depth..125 inch, STC = 27

www.acousticsfirst.com

Resource
Guide

Mediatron
+49 89-3715645-0
www.mediatron.com

Micropower
800-870-0033
www.powergold.com

Netia Digital Audio
866-638-4222
www.netia.net

OMT Technologies
888-665-0501
www.omt.net

On Air Digital USA
972-481-8700
www.onairusa.com

Open Radio Software
310-839-9225
www.openradiosoftware.com

Pristine Systems
310-831-2234
www.pristinesys.com

Prophet Systems Innovations
877-774-1010
www.prophetsys.com

RCS
914-428-4600
www.rcsworks.com

Register Data Systems
800-521-5222
www.registerdata.com

Smarts Broadcast Systems
800-747-6278
www.smartsbroadcast.com

Spry Group/Raduga
513-887-0714
www.raduga.net

Tiesseci
+39 33 22 89 164
www.tiesseci.it

Tunetracker Systems
866-835-5678
www.tunetrackersystems.com

Weatheradio
800-728-4647
www.wxradio.com

Winradio Software
514-984-4912
www.winradiosoftware.com

Wireready
800-833-4459
www.wireready.com

World Vibrations
www.worldvibrations.com
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streams. One of the new features being developed by automation
and sound card companies is the ability to broadcast using 5.1 and
7.1 surround formats. When looking at this feature,larger hard drives
are required because surround recordings are larger because audio
is uncompressed linear with interleaved WAV streams. Appropriate
5.1 or 7.1 monitors and processors are required in addition to a
HD Radio transmitter. The 5.1 standard, and even the 7.1 standard,
is receiving a lot of press lately and is currently a big push for the
larger automation companies.

Multiple streams are also a feature being used by more and more
HD Radio broadcasters today. Some automation companies are
developing the ability to play multiple different audio streams from
one computer. Some already have the capability. This feature offers
a great cost savings to the broadcaster but also means if that one
computer goes down, so do all of your HD Radio channels.

Redundancy and backup
The thought of having all of a station's audio on one computer

can seem scary to many people. Many automation companies also
allow for redundancy in their systems. Redundancy provides for a
spare to be online and accessible immediately and automatically
in the event of a failure on the main system. This can be accom-
plished in a few different ways, but the end result is the same-in
the event of a failure your station is still on the air.

Off site backups and redundancy are also a nice feature to look for
with an automation system. The idea of an off -site backup,which is
a copy of all of your systems data at another location, is becoming
a requirement within a station's disaster recovery plan. The abil-
ity to broadcast from the transmitter site or
any other backup location is a great safety
feature in the event of STL failure or worst
case scenario-an evacuation of the main
studio facility. Having the ability to store and
playback all your commercials, music and
imaging from another location will keep you
on the air without missing a beat.

Sarbanes-Oxley
compliance

The Sarbanes-OxleyAct of 2002 has forced
public broadcasters,and even some private
broadcasters, to prove that their documen-
tation of what really played is accurate and
tamper -proof. To help meet this compli-
ance, several automation providers have
released versions of software that ensure
the accuracy of air logs and also ensure
that they have not been vandalized.
This feature may not be a requirement

for all broadcasters but is a nice feature
to assure advertisers and the accountants
that what is shown on the aired logs is what
actually happened on air.

IP audio
The idea of digital audio has been around

foryears now. Many stations today use some
digital audio or may be entirely digital us-
ing AES-3 audio. The idea of IP audio,for
broadcasters, however, is relatively new
and automation companies are starting
to jump on board. The three big standards

b. ...it 111,i4 La tiara ic,Ais

With the multicast capability of HD Radio, creating multiple
program streams from a single workstation becomes important.

of IP audio used for broadcast studios today are
Cobranet, Axia and Ethersound. These IP audio
technologies eliminate the need for the traditional
audio card and instead transmit audio over a
standard Ethernet connection. The Cobranet and
Ethersound systems use a sound card replacement
and the Axia system uses a standard 100/1000Mb
Ethernet card.These systems may see future growth
as engineering and IT blend together more. #

Smith is the director of broadcast systems, Nassau Broad-
casting Partners, Princeton, NI.

Introducing the FIRST Analog
& HD Digital FM Translators.

The TRX-HD Series from

A ARMSTRONG
AM TRANSMITTER CORPORATION

www.arnstrongtx.com
315-673-1269

All of your listeners can now hear your
analog and HD Radio® Programming!

k of iHiquit) Digital Corporation
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By Chriss Scherer, editor

any studio rebuilds in medium and large markets are
attributed to the consolidation of stationswithin a facility,
o when a stand-alone station completely rebuilds its

transmitter and studio facilities it is an undertaking to watch. This
is the case with WKLU,which is owned by Indy Radio and licensed
to Brownsburg, IN, a small town just west of Indianapolis.

The station signed on the air in 1991 as a drop -in signal, but it
never really made much of an impact on the Indianapolis market.
Before being sold to Indy Radio, it delivered a deep -cut classic
rock format. When the station was purchased by Indy Radio in
2005, the new owner, Russ Oasis, put his devotion to radio into
the station and rebuilt the studio and transmitter sites to better
serve Indiana's capital city.

When it was purchased,the studios were in a house that at one
time was a pet store. The facility was built on a limited budget and
maintained on an even more limited budget. The studios were
cramped and used lots of consumer equipment to supplement
the well-worn broadcast equipment. None of the old equipment
was used in the new facility.

The plan was to build a facility that would stand out. Oasis
wanted the best possible facility; no cutting corners, no just -
good -enough approach. The end goal was to build the station
to be a showplace for visitors and a stage for the announcers to
perform on proudly.

Where to begin
The first step was desigling a facility that was warm and inviting.

This goal was obviously achieved when you enter the offices and
see the lobby. While facility showcase articles in Radio magazine
focus on the technical operation of the facility,the lobby is worth
mentioning because it sets the tone to visitors when they arrive.
The lobby isn't a sterile room that feels like a dentist's office. It
looks more like a ski lodge than a business, especially with the
large stone fireplace. This attention to creature comfort is carried
throughout the facility.

To design the facility Oasis hired Roy Pressman, an engineer
he had worked with in Miami, FL. Pressman has designed many
facilities and now operates his own system integration company
and equipment dealership. Pressman was instructed to build it
right, build it well, build it for people and build it to be the best
that it can be.

The first step was locating a building for thestudios. At the same
time,work had begun to relocate the transmitter site to put a stron-
ger signal over the Indianapolis metro. After looking at several
office locations,a building on the north side of Indianapolis was
chosen. The two-story building was for sale, and Oasis bought it
with plans to build the radio station on the second floor and to
lease the space on the first floor to a tenant.

One advantage to the building is that it housed another radio
station several years ago. That station built the monopole tower
adjacent to the building and provided a suitable spot for the
station's antennas.

Another business occupied the building between the first
radio station moving out and WKLU moving in, so there was no
existing broadcast infrastructure in place. Also, the tower was

www.beradio.com Radfamduazine May 2006 31



in good shape, but the transmission lines had to
be replaced.

Pressman's facility design called for double -
layer drywall construction to minimize sound
leakage between the studios. He also specified
acoustic doors, which are heavy. The additional
weight for the studios is considerably more than
a traditional office space, so the second floor
structure had to be reinforced to accommodate
the load. Reinforcing members were welded to
the floor supports.

Pressman sketched a basic plan of the facility then
worked with a local architect to draw the final plans.
Pressman also designed the studio furniture,which
was built by Harris. There are three studios; are all
basically the same. The room dimensions of the
three are slightly different, but from an equipment
standpoint,the airstudio and production 1 are iden-
tical. Production 2 has the same basic room layout
but not as many audio sources. Any can be used
for on -air or production,although the air studio is
slightly larger than the other two studios. A second
station could be operated from the facility.

The furniture allows flexibility for any format,
whether it was music -or talk-based.The large rooms
are also designed for live radio with a full air staff
24 hours a day. WKLU does not voice track any of
its programming.

Backup for
the backup

The three studios are indicative of
the attention given to redundancy.
Two studios would normally be
enough to handle the on -air and
production needs,but the third stu-
dio provides an extra layer. Equip-
ment redundancy provides for
instant backup if it is ever needed.

One example of this is the comple-
ment of Scott Studios SS32 systems.
There are two SS32 systems in the air
studio and production one. Except
for production two having only one
SS32 system, each studio is similar
in its equipment complement.

It seems that every new facility
struggles with finding the perfect
balance in the HVAC system that
is shared between studios. To
eliminate this problem and to
eliminate a possible single point
of failure, each studio has its own
HVAC system. The systems also have humidity -controlled HVAC
to maintain a constant 40 percent relative humidity regardless
of the temperature. This maintains human comfort and prevents
static build-up.

The monopole tower was
alueady built at the site, sav-
ing the station from having
to erect one.

WFDF Radio in Motown, USA
5, ht owers 50KW A -

AM Radio NI
Phasing System:
The Way It Ought To Be.

Built for the digital revolution for Radio Disney by Kintronic Labs.

#10fill! 4014f7
423.878.3141 fax 423.878.4224 Email: ktl@kintronic.com www.kintronic.com
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Looking to
touch your
listeners?
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APHEX MODEL 230 MASTER VOICE CHANNEL
Introducing the Aphex Model 230 Master VOW Channel, the most powerful processor ever designed specifically for voice.

Voices will be bigger, more present, more intimate, more intelligible and more consistent. Its comprehensive complement of exclusive

proprietary features brings these benefits to any voice - from a thundering bombas, to a whispering waif - without changing its essential quality.
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Every element of the Model 230 is superior to any other voice processor's similar function...

 The RPA tube prtcmplifier provides warmth, image and detail.

 The Easyrider Ompressor controls output levels without pumping or breathing.

 The logic -Assisted Gate won't false trigger or cut of: word..

 The Split Band De -Esser effectively cuts sibilance without du ling.

 The Big Bottom and Aural Exciter add resonance, iepth, presence and clarity.

 The parametric ED takes care of any frequency anomalies with surgical precision.

 Post -processing iiwrt point, -10dBV and +4dBu analog outputs, 24/ 96 digital outputs on AES3,

S/PDIF and Opti.al, word clock I/O, and a cough switch wih soft mute allow the Model 230 to

be easily interfaced into any system.

So if you are looking tc touch your listeners, you should be lookirg at the Aphex Mode' 230.

www.aphex.com
© 2005 Aphex Systems. All Rights Reserved. Designed and manufactured in the USA

Genuine
APHEX
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Built for
SUCCESS

Another view of the air studio. The two production rooms have
nearly identical layouts.

Building power has two layers of backup. A 100kW
generator fed by a high-pressure natural gas feed
can support the facility indefinitely if necessary. To
cover the switching time from commercial power
to generator, a Liebert UPS carries the load during
the three -second switch. The UPS will support the
facility for 30 minutes in case of a generator failure.
This 30 -minute buffer also allows the station to
gracefully shut systems down instead of watching
them crash when the power disappears.

OUTDOOR DUMMY LOADS

I
-

y
6600 Series

Convection -Cooled Resistor Loads

Available in 6kW, 12kW & 20kW Power Rating
Ideal for HD Applications
No AC Power Required

IllpRONIC RESEARCH INC.
. Box 249 Yellville, Arkansas 72687
70-449-4093 Fax: 870-449-6000

E-mail: altronic@mtnhome.com
Web Site: http://www.altronic.com

The audio network is built on a Harris Vistamax router. The RMX
Digital consoles are connected to the router,but they are also wired
so that they can be used on the air directly if necessary. Bypassing
the Vistamax means that some resources will not be available, but
the station will still be on the air with most of its audio sources.

Dual Moseley Starlink STLs provide a main and standby link,
and the Telos Zephyr )(stream can also be used as a third STL
path if necessary.

Fine touches
There are several finer details that add to the facility's ease of opera-

tion. The LED signs next to the console meter display is one these
details. Instead of placing large signs across the room, Pressman
installed smaller signs that are directly in the announcer's field of
view. One sign is fed by the Sage Endec. The other sign is fed by a
Sine Systems MBC-1,which provides notifications for the profanity
delay, a studio being switched on the air, a generator failure and
other important events.

There is a plasma screen in the lobby behind the receptionist that
normally shows station information and the station logo. When
the announcer turns the mic on, an in -studio camera is activated.
The camera pans and zooms to focus on the host position and is
switched to feed the lobby screen. When the mic is turned off, the

Equipment list
360 Systems Instant Replay
Acoustic Systens doors
Aphex 230 mic processor
Audio Science BOB24
Audion Labs Vox Pro
Barix Instreamcr
Broadcast Tools 8.1 DAS, BOR-4, Silence Monitor III,

SS8.1 model 2
Burk ARC -16 w th Autopilot
CBT Systems on -air lights
Circuitwerkes Telco -6
CPI Wireframe
Crown K1 amp
ESE ES -104A time server
Eventide BD500, Eclipse
Fostex 6301 B
Harris furniture, RMX Digital consoles, Vistamax frame
Henry Engineering Micromixer
HHB Burnil Plus
Human Scale M7 computer monitor arms
Inovonics 531
IBL 4412A
Krone blocks
Liebert Enfinity UPS
Middle Atlantic Power strips and racks
Moseley Lanlink 900, Starlink SLQ9003Q
Neumann BCM "04
O.C. White mic booms
RDL FP-BUC2, cnmbing amps
Scott Studio SS32
Sennheiser MD421
Sine Systems MBC-1
Tascam 112MKII CD -450 CD
Telos 2X12, Profiler, Zephyr Xstream, Xport
Tieline Patriot
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Built for
SUCCESS Facility

camera returns to its original position.The pan
and zoom action is to eliminate the paranoia
of always being on camera.

The attention to detail was even applied to the
microphones and mic processors. Everyone
has his own favorite equipment choices, and
Oasis and Pressman had their preferences.
Regardless, they took the time to assemble
several mics and several mic processors and

The lobby is warm and inviting; like entering someone's
living room. This is part of the philosophy of building the
facility for human comfort.

tray a variety of combinations. Oasis favors
the Sennheiser MD -421 as an announcer mic.
After side -by -side mic processor comparisons,
the Aphex 230 was chosen. As a final step,
the Neumann BCM 104 was tried with the
230, and the final element was decided. The
Neumann mics are used in the host positions,
and the Sennheisers are used on all the guest
positions.

ATelos Profiler was installed to log the station.
To allow announcers a way to listen to their
shows in their cars,each studio has a cassette
deck wired as a skimmer. Then they quickly
realized that auto cassette decks are no longer
common,so the HHB Burnit PIusCD recorders
were installed as another skimmer.

With the studios complete,WKLU is turning
its attention on the final upgrade to the trans-
mitter site. The station will begin HD Radio
transmissions in May,and it has already begun
developing its HD2 and HD3 signals. When
the HD Radio signal is activated,WKLU will
stream all three signals online using Barix
Instreamer encoders. This will allow the sta-
tion to begin building a listener base online
while the HD Radio receiver base grows. I

Thanks to Roy Pressman for providing technical
details of the facility.
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CBT Classic On -air Light

This stylish on -air light is crafted with a traditional sand
casting method to create the buffed aluminum housing
that features a multi -layered plexiglass lens. The result is an
eye-catching, reccgnizable look.The light easily installs on a
standard two -gang j-box,and optional legends and a flasher
module are available. It can be powered from a 120Vac.
24Vac/dc or 12Vac/dc supply. Additionally,CBT offers a full
studio and control room on -air lighting control system that
interfaces to a switcher or a console to interpret a variety
of on -air status and tally indicators. The optional legends
"recording,""standby,""silence," "applause,""now showing"
and "now playing" are available.

www.cbtsystems.tv
858-536-2927

The newTASCAM CD-RW900 adds a list of eagerly -requested
features to the most popular CD recorder available to radio
stations. Building on the success of the CD-RW750, the CD-
RW900 adds MP3 playback with 1D3 tags (and directory
navigation), pitch and key control, a keyboard input (for
adding CD text) and more to an already packed feature set.
It fits into two rack spaces and features unbalanced RCA
inputs and outputs as well as S/PDIF digital ins and outs via
optical and coaxial connectors. Using TASCAM CD record-
ers is simple, which is why they're the first choice for radio
stations, cable and TV operations and more.

www.lascam.com
323-726-0303

ADVERTISEMENT
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Inovonics 531

Incorporating all the necessary features at a very affordable
price, the Inovonics 531 is the undisputed value leader in
an FM modulation monitor. Dependable off -air mor.itoring
measures the important parameters of a station's signal as
well as otherstations in the market. High -resolution bargraph
displays are easy to read, and a floating dot program peak
marker eliminates any ambigiity in the total -modulation
measurement. Off -air readings are qualified by Inovonics'
exclusive mu ltipath indicator,wEich also aids in antenr a align-
ment.The unit includes a built-ir. preselector for precise off -air
measurements,and seven static n presets may be recalled by
remote control The brigh,accurate bargraph metering displays
total modulation, stereo program audio,subcarrier iniection,
incidental AM noise, sigial strength and multipath.There is
also an alarm tally outputs for remote fault indicators.

www.inovon.com
800-733-0552

111100,..

AudioScience AS16044
The ASI6044 features four
balanced stereo
outputs,four bal-
anced stereo in-
puts, four record
streams and four or
nine play streamsAs
well as MP3,other for-
mat choices include
MPEG Layer 2 and linear PCM.The analog circuitry uses 24 -
bit over -sampling converters to deliver more than 100dB of
dynamic range with TI- D+N better than 0.002 perc nt. This
audio adaptersupportsAudioScience's MRXandTSX :echnol-
ogy. MRX enables playback, recording and digital rr ixing of
multiple audio streams DI anysample rate to a 1Hz precision.
TSX time scaling can be used on any of the audio playback
streams to expand or compress audio in real-time by up to
20 percent, while preserving pitch and clarity Sour dGuard
transient voltage suppression protects against lightning and
other high voltage surges on all I/O connections.

www.audioscience.com
302-324-5333

Harris PR&E RMXdigital
The latest generatio -1 of the Vistamax ret-
work-enabled radio broadcast consoles,
the RMXdigital is a cost-ef-
fective, compact design
built upon the phi-
losophy and value of
its big brother,the BMXdigital.
While the RMXdigita is an excellent
cioice for stand-alone console applications,
the built-inVistamax audio/logic router allows users to take
advantage of netwoliced pow?r on their own time frame.
The Vistamax netwo-k shares audio resolrces ac-oss the
facility without the need for time-consuming and costly
wiring. The RMXdigital provides flexible Dperatiol and a
quick,simple and cost-effective installation. The all -digital
design offers four program buses with digital and analog
outputs; one send bt.s with digital and analog outputs; up
to four simultaneous telco/codec inputs with automatic
cn-line/off-line switc ling; 44.1kHz or 48kHz sampling rate;
and console session set-up w th preset

www.broadcast.harris.com
MO -622-0022

Sennhelser MD 421 II
The MD421 II continues
t le tradition of the MD
421, which has been
one of Sennheiser's
nost popular dynamic
nics for over 35 years. The
I arge diaphragm, dynamic ele-
ment handles high sound -pressure
levels, making it a natural for -ecording
guitars and drums. The MD 421's full-bod-
ied cardioid patterr and five -position bass
control make it an excellent choice for most
instruments, as well as for group vocals aid ra-
dio broadcast announcers. The MD421 II ..open
with the most diverse recording conditions and
broadcasting applications, w -fich is why it's the
first choice for recording studios, cable and TV stations,
radio broadcasters and more. One listen and yoL'll know
why it's a classic. To learn mcre about Se lnheiser and the
MD421 II, please e-mail us at info@sennbeiserusacom.

www.sennheiserusa.com
360-431-9190
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ou born in a
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ly, yes
By Jeff Smith, CEA CBNT

When most people think of a radio station in su Durbai Fred
erick, MD, the last thing they think of is a barn. But a Darn is
exactly what Nassau Broadcasting Partners inherited when i-

purchased Key 103.1 WAFY in April 2005. This acilit" had Deen z
working farm until it was converted into an it siustrial area i -I the
mid -1980s, and the barn became a radio talc lity in 1995 Wrier
Nassau first acquired Key, the barn was a talc staid-alon?. FM
facility. There was a control room,a producbo: roorr. and a small
news booth; in addition there was a sales area, conference }corn
and several offices. It wasn't too long after the purchase o: this
facility that the engineering department was asked -o der& p a
plan to modernize the facility and to make it the IT hub for Naau's
Maryland and Reading, PA, properties.
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The HD Radio System
By Jeff Deliceilet-

11

f you are relative newcomer to Ibiquity's HD Radio technology, it is
easy to become overwhelmed by the alien hardware topology and
a long list of acronyms used to describe multicast program channels

and operating modes. One area sure to challenge all but the most pro-
gressive broadcaster is the available options for implementing HD Radio
exciter technology.

Studio Site
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Service Data

Service Providers

I),II.1

Secondary AuiliiH
 Service Audio

Main Program
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A block diagram of the HD Radio transmission system.

To fully appreciate the benefits of each implementation, a thorough
understanding of the technology is necessary. In the latter days of the
Ibiquity commercial exciter development effort, a two -box approach
consisting of the Generation -II exciter and the Exciter Auxiliary Service
Unit (EASU) was conceived to deliver the first commercial platforms.

The Gen II was a far cry from its predecessor, the Gen I, having moved
from a PC104-based platform using 14 Analog Devices SHARC proces-
sors, to a more conventional Intel Pentium N PC architecture. The Gen
II exciter consists of a motherboard with integrated video/LAN, 3GHz
Intel Pentium processor, memory, touch -screen, video controller, AES
audio cards, digital up -converter (DUC), RF up -converter (RFU), Station
Interface Card (SIC), hard drive, CD drive, Linux operating system and
the manufacturer -integrated version of the Ibiquity Reference System
Software (IRSS). The EASU, which is also called the synchronizer.
contains a GPS receiver/10MHz time base, word -clock generator, rate
converter and audio bypass switching for maintenance. The Gen II plat-
form accomplished the digital signals MPS audio bit -reduction and the
multiplexing of the Program Service Data (PSD) to the MPS air interface.
For the next four years the Gen II platform became the workhorse of
HD Radio's rollout.

Better Recepter
reception

By Chriss Scherer, editor
n February, NPR Labs, the
research project arm of NPR,

studied the reports of recep-
tion difficulties with the Boston
Acoustics Recepter HD Radio
receiver. The research was initi-
ated after reports that HD Radio
reception inside homes and
office buildings was less than
satisfactory with some listen-
ers. The complaints noted that
hybrid analog/digital reception
was adequate, but that digital
reception had drop outs or was
even nonexistent.

k
The Boston Acoustics Recepter HD

To investigate the matter, NPR
Labs first measured the sensitiv-
ity of the radio itself and found it
to be good. Because of this, NPR
Labs turned to the antenna that
is included with the radio as the
source of the poor performance.
The included antenna is an 18"
long wire.

NPR Labs obtained active (am-
plified) and passive FM receive
antennas for evaluation with HD
Radio signals. These included a
folded dipole, a compact ampli-
fied FM -only antenna, a compact
amplified FM and AM antenna
and a rabbit -ear FM antenna.

1,Mt

Inside
The Engineering Co-op 4

The return on investment 6

A special supplement to



"I recommend the FlexStar- Exciter.
It's an extremely reliable way

to launch HD Radio' broadcasting."

Bob Hensler
Vice President of Engineering

Colorado Public Radio

11111111111111111111111111111i
1111111,1111111111111111111111

FlexStar' HDI-100 Importer HDE-100 Exporter HDX-FM/HD Exciter Managing Content. Delivering Results.

Real Time Spectral Display
This exclusive Horns feature
provides easy verification of
FCC mask compliance.

"We've found Harris' new Exciter, along with the Importer and Exporter, to be very flexible and
reliable. There are more inputs on this Exciter than any other brand, allowing flexibility and
minimal downtime. Plus, Harris is the first to include iBiquity's Exgine Architecture which gives
us a simplified, more reliable installation. With the help of Harris, we now provide more streams
and channels to the Denver population without adding transmission sites. I recommend the
Harris FlexStar family to other radio groups. It's as easy as new technology can be to operate
and helps us accomplish our goals."

assuredcommunications'"
Broadcast Microwave R F Government Systems www.harris.com
For information call: 800-622-0022 HD Radio is a trademark of iBiquity Digital Corporation 2006.



HD Radio system
Once MPS was established, broadcasters became

intrigued with HD Radio's ability to deliver multiple.
independent, program streams, over the same digital
signal as Supplemental Program Services (SPS), which
is now commonly referred to as multicast. SPS devel-
opment was placed on a fast track and the importer
platform was born.

With this background we can step through the HD
Radio signal chain.

Importer
The importer contains the hardware and software

necessary to deliver Advanced Application Services

(AAS). Data service providers use an Application
Programming Interface (API) to pass service data
to the importer over the service link. The importer
establishes session connections between multiple ser-
vice providers. Once a session is established, service
providers can pass service data over the importer -to -
exporter link (I2E), which, in turn, will be broadcast
over the air to HD Radio digital receivers. In addition
to the AAS from data service providers, the importer
also accepts SPS and PSD. The importer multiplexes
all of the service provider data, multicast audio and
data streams into a full -duplex TCP/IP or bi-directional
User Datagram Protocol (UDP) output.

Conceptually, the importer is intended to be one
component of a four -element platform. It was a tech-
nical response to a signal distribution challenge. For

a radio station to convey linear 20kHz audio from the
studio to the transmitter would require 1.4112Mb/s for
each stereo channel. If broadcasters were expected to
connect multiple stereo audio channels to the trans-
mitter site for MPS and SPS, it makes sense to do so
employing the HDC bit -reduced audio for transport
efficiency. Accomplishing this requires bit reducing
the MPS and SPS audio and PSD at the studio end of
the system and conveying a single multiplexed data
stream to a HD Radio exciter at the transmitter site.

Around the same time, broadcasters began inquiring
about an embedded system for the transmission end
of the system to reduce complexity at the transmitter
site. What emerged became known as the exciter

engine, or exgine.

Exgine
he exgine subsystem accepts the exporter-to-

exgine link (E2X) data from the exciter's host proces-
sor and performs the Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing (OFDM) modulation for the digital por-
tion of the HD Radio waveform. The Exgine element
is comprised of a Texas Instruments C64XX processor,
SDRAM and Flash memory and enables the Layer 1
modulation to be executed on the Digital Signal Pro-
cessor (DSP). The exgine element may be added to
many manufacturers digital implementations of their

Better Recepter reception
continuedfrom page 1

While a detailed report of the test will be released later
this year, NPR Labs released its preliminary findings to
help stations and co isumers improve their HD Radio
re:eption. Preliminary testing shows an advantage
to using passive artennas, such as a 'olded dipole
or rabbit -ear desigr, , over low-cost act ye antennas.

WAMI/IAL.A WA,./1
"TOP

ST HP T 8E.1 1JOVIH. T f-' 1 i_1-3 001.11-1

*P13W 3131. Hz 1-1BW 10k Hz S.WP SOs o.

Figure 1. Measured saectrum with a folder dipole antenna.

Figures 1 and 2 show the performance of 7511 folded
dipole antenna and an active FM -on y antenna. The

'igures show the spectrum measured from 88MHz
:o 108MHz at the JPR headquarters in Washington,
DC. Five stations 3re shown on the spectrum plots:
*AMU 88.5MHzWashington,WETA 90.9MHzWash-
ington, DC (transmitter is in Arling:on, VA), WBJC
91.5MHz Baltimore, WASH 971 MHzV'/ashington, and
WTOP 103.5MHz /Vashington.

The folded diode results show that most FM sta-
tion signals rang between a signal level of 30dBm
and 50dBm measured at spectrum analyzer input.
WBJC in Baltimc re has a weaker signal measured
at 69dBm. The noise floor is below 30dBm.

The gain control of the active F V1 -only antenna
was adjusted so that the level of FM signals near

ui n1. STOP 108 0011H. -
F 11 I Ol -III"' ,n-

Figure 2. Measured spectrum with an active FM antenna.

cop. tinited on page 6

Image credits:
Pagel - HD Radio diagram courtesy of Ibig Jity Digital.
Page 3 - Spectrum iisplays courtesy of NPi Labs.

The DAB Answer Series is an ongoing scri2s of supplements that
covers the techno ogy of digital audio hioadcasting.

night to IBOC - a supplement to Radio magazine, May 2006,
2006 Prism Business Media. All rights reserved.
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Open Mic
Success through cooperation

t the end of January, the HD Digital Radio Alliance
formed the Engineering Cooperative to assist the

engineering community within the group's partners
to share technical information and provide guidance
on technical issues. Gary Kline, corporate director of
engineering for Cumulus, leads this group.

Now that a few months have passed, we asked
Kline to provide an update on the activities of the
Engineering Cooperative.

FC:iWo: The Engineering Cooperative of the HD
Digital Radio Alliance recently provided input that
modified the original station roll -out schedule.
What factors were considered in making the recom-
mended changes?
GK: We were asked to examine all HD Radio conver-

sions scheduled for future dates in
each of our respective companies.
The goal was to decide if any dates
could be moved to an earlier posi-
tion in the schedule. For example,
if a certain market was scheduled
for October 2006, we were asked if
it could be moved to perhaps June
2006. The idea was to help the al-
liance realign its roll -out schedule

to coincide with market size so that larger markets
could be launched sooner.

The main factors considered were technical ob-
stacles and budgets. Specifically, we considered
several questions: Was equipment already on or-
der? Could equipment be swapped with another
market? Were there any issues with leases, power,
HVAC? Was sufficient labor in place to handle the
work? Could any of these concerns be handled
sooner rather than later? Was budget allocated for
the market?

As a result of this effort, several markets were
moved to earlier positions on the schedule. In some
cases, no changes were made.

Rialto: How was the information gathered and
shared among the group?
GK: The directors of engineering of each alliance
company participated via conference call and then
e-mail to provide data on which stations in a market
could move up in the schedule. All of this data was
aggregated by the alliance management team and
then a list was issued with adjusted roll -out dates.
The entire process worked well from start to finish,
and the Engineering Cooperative proved to be a
great resource in researching the needed informa-
tion efficiently.

ItatItu: What is the primary activity of the coopera-
tive right now?
GK: Currently, the cooperative is in an informa-
tion -sharing mode. We continue to share docu-
ments and notes about installations, equipment
and ongoing research.

HD Radio system
analog exciter offering an integrated solution for low
level analog and digital signal generation. In this
distributed architecture, the HD Radio data stream is
fed to the exgine over a simplex UDP Ethernet con-
nection.

Exporter
To generate the multiplex over the E2X requires a

new element in the system topology. The exporter
answered this need by accepting the MPS AES audio
and PSD from the automation server at the studio end
as well as the multiplexed SPS audio, SPS PSD and
advanced application service data from the importer.
The exporter may be visualized as the final multiplexer
of MPS and all Advanced Application Service (AAS)
data prior to developing the simplex UDP stream to
the STL. An exporter is essentially a Gen II exciter
without the RFU and DUC sub -assemblies. In fact,
some manufacturers allow maximization of the original
equipment investment by providing and upgrade path
from existing exciter to exporter.

The exporter contains the hardware and software
necessary to generate the MPS and the Station Infor-
mation Service (SIS). The MPS provides the main
program audio and PSD broadcast over the air to HD
Radio receivers. The SIS provides the station informa-
tion (call sign, absolute time and position correlated
to GPS).

The exporter accepts digital MPS audio over its
audio interface, bit reduces (i.e. compresses) the au-
dio and outputs the bit -reduced audio to the exgine
over the simplex E2X. The exporter will also accept
analog MPS audio over its audio interface and applies
pre-programmed delay to it. This audio is broadcast
as the backup channel for hybrid configuration. The
delay compensates for the digital system latency allow-
ing receivers to blend between the digital and analog
program without a shift in time. In the FM system, the
delayed analog MPS audio is returned to the synchro-
nizer, which in turn is fed into the STL, and is stereo
multiplexed and modulated by the analog exciter at
the transmitter site.

Synchronizer
The synchronizer accepts MPS audio (a.k.a the

studio feed) and rate converts it to the proper system
clock. It outputs two copies of the MPS audio to the
exporter: digital MPS audio and analog MPS audio
where the digital MPS audio will be bit -reduced and
modulated in the digital portion of the waveform and
the analog MPS audio will be modulated in the analog
portion of the HD Radio waveform. In many appli-
cations, there are two audio processors between the
synchronizer and the exporter. Dual input and output
audio processors may also be used for independent
audio channel processing of the two streams.

4 May 2006 Insight to IBOC - a supplement to Radio magazine



Multicasting.

It's like trying to fit

well, you know.

Omnia Mu/boast with ' . codec conditioning, Omnia
Bass Management system and distributed look -ahead
limiter significantly improves the sound of HD multicast
and other bit -reduced streams.

Sas

Management has decided to multicast. Which seems like a

terrific idea - until you consider just how little bandwidth

each channel will get. How will the sound of your station(s)

survive these shrinking bitrates? Omnia can help.

New Omnia Multicast with SENSUS' restores the fullness

and depth that bit -reduction steals. Our DSP gurus

teamed up with the codec experts at Telos (the folks who

introduced broadcasters to MP3 and MPEG AAC). Together,

they developed a unique suite of tools to pre -condition audio

for HD Radio' multicasting.

SENSUS technology enhances punch, preserves presence, and

reduces artifacts. Even heavily bit -reduced channels (like

multicast) can be significantly improved by Omnia running

SENSUS. And like all Omnia processors, Omnia Multicast

delivers the smooth, clean, pure signature sound that grabs

your listeners and holds tiem hour after hour. No wonder the

top stations around the world choose Omnia over all other

processor brands.

Multicast like you mean ii_. with Omnia Multicast.

OmnleAutho ror.



HD Radio system
The synchronizer provides the master system

clock used by the exporter. This master clock is
also synchronized to the exciter's clock by use of
the GPS unit. The synchronizer derives the master
clock from an onboard GPS unit's 10MHz output
signal. This clock is used to rate convert the studio
audio by use of the onboard rate converter unit via
44.1kHz word clock. The synchronizer is also used
to bypass (or redirect) the analog MPS audio from
being passed through the exporter in the event the
exporter is removed for maintenance.

Like many systems, HD Radio has evolved
from its original concept of delivering a single
digital channel to become a content rich me-
dium, offering more advanced application ser-
vices. As this new digital paradigm emerges,
the significance of importer/exporter/exgine link
efficiency is paramount.

Detweiler is the director of broadcast technology
of Ibiquity Digital.

Better Recepter reception
c oillimied from page 3

the middle of the band were about equal to the lev-
els measured with the folded dipole, although the
response of the antenna is not flat across the band.
The lower channels are at least 10dB lower with the
active antenna.

NPR Labs found that while the upper channels
have a higher signal level, the noise floor is also in-
creased. For example, theWTOP signal is about 20dB
higher than it was with the folded dipole, but the
30dB increase in the noise floor actually decreases
the WTOP S/N ratio by about 10dB.The S/N ratio for
the lower channel stations is even worse. Similar
results were found for other active antennas that
sell for less than $70.

NPR Labs has recommended two passive antennas
that provide improved reception on the Recepter.
They are the C. Crane FM Reflect Antenna, which
costs $24.95, and the Radio Shack BudgetTV Antenna
Model 151874, which costs $9.99.

A result of the NPR Labs test is that Boston
Acoustics is now including a dipole antenna with
the radio.
Source: NPR Labs IBOC Field Service Bulletin No.
02.20060216, Feb. 16, 2006

Sample and Hold
Projected profits from HD Radio

s the I ID Radio roll -out progresses, many broadcasters and consumers question the business model
that makes converting to HD Radio a worthwhile investment. The common argument is that just

because it's digital doesn't mean that a station will be able to charge more for advertising.
While this basic idea is true, there are other elements to HD

2008 Revenue Source Forecdst Revenue $mi II ion

Multicasting 610.80
Subscription -based model 0.02
Sponsored "Now" station 152.02
Datacasting 42.35

Total HD Radio Revenue 805.19

Total Radio Revenue 22,269.22

Radio that could bring additional revenue
to a station. In January, Kagan Research
announced its projections for HD Radio
station revenue in the year 2008. These
figures are based on four additional ser-
vices that stations could offer.

 Multicasting. The added HD2, 111)3
and other program streams can generate
revenue in the same way that existing
analog streams have through traditional
advertising sales.

 Advertising -supported "now" chan-
nels. These would also be placed on

multicast streams but would use niche and highly formatted local information such as all -the -time weather
reports, all sports, all traffic or all local news.

 Datacasting. Revenue is expected to come mostly from leasing the space to a third party.
 Fee -based radio. This follows a model like that for satellite radio and other subscription services.
One hypothetical model for a station to allocate its 150kb/s spectrum for the multiple services is as

follows: 55kb/s for an HD1 channel, 55kb/s for an HD2 channel, 12kb/s for a "now" channel, 8kb/s for
datacasting and 2kb/s for a subscription -based local traffic report channel. This allows an additional 18kb/s
for another use or to be reallocated into the example list.

By 2008, Kagan Research forecasts that terrestrial radio broadcasters will earn $805.2 million (4 percent)
of their total revenue from HD Radio. The table shows the projected revenues from these services.
Source: Kagan Broadcast Investor: Deals and Finance, January 2006
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Virtuoso V5

Ready for Digital.
Ready for Anything.

1.5 kW Digital, 4 kW Hybrid. 5.5 kVV Analog 113nsmitter

More Versatility
 Digital adaptive pre-ccrrectio 1

 Integrated Exgine
 Programmable pre -selections

for frequency, power and
audio source

 Frequency agile: N+1

 Better than 62% overall
efficiency

 AC Voltage: 185-250V
Single and Three Phasa

More Robust

 Redundant ventilation fans
 Dual IPA power suppl
 Dual low voltage pmer supply
 Dual IPA

More Service-Frieidly
 Hot-pluggable iF modules
 Hot-pluggable 'S modules
 Dual digital Exciters
 Compact, light weight rack

(23"W x 72.5"1- x 34.5"D) is
ideal for tight spaces

HDROic

Phone: (207) 947.8200 Fax: (207) 947.3693 info@nautel.com www.nautel.com

HD Radio Is a trademark of IBiquity Digital Corp 411 rights reserved.

1

1,5

Making Digital Radio Work.



Solutions for All of our IBOC Needs from E -N

Your Single Source for Broadcast Solutions'"

From the beginning, ERI has been a leader in the research and
development of IBOC FM technologies. Join us as we continue to
work toward developing new products for this exciting
technology.

LYNX- Dual Input Side Mount A

FM Antenna for IBOC Operations A

The Electronics Research LYNX- Dual Input Side Mount FM Antenna is designed specifically
for FM IBOC applications. This new antenna is capable of transmitting both the analog and
digital FM signals without requiring a high loss hybrid combiner and maintains high isolation
between the digital and analog transmitters. The design meets the current Federal
Communications Commission requirement for informal notification of IBOC implementation.

MASK -960 IBOC
Spectral Compliance Filter

LRI has do,cloped a compact arrangement
of our famous FM 970 band pass filter
cavities to address the specific needs of FM
IBOC broadcasting. ERI's mask filter
configuration can provide the right
response for any requirement.

TIBOX Hybrid Combiners
Low/Medium/ High Power

The quality and reliability of ERI's standard quarni
wave hybrids have been adapted for use as an IBOC.
Hybrid Combiner. The iBOK" 10 dB Hybrid
Combiner is available in two versions:

Low/medium power version for analog FM power
levels up to 30 kW
 High power version which is rated to handle up to
80 kW of analog FM power.

Call Toll -free at 877 - ERI - LINE  Visit Online at www.eriinc.com



Can a broadcast console have a fan club?

"The more I learned about Axia, the

more impressed I became with their

routing system and consoles, and

how well their network topology

was designed. We ordered nine

studios, and we love it. Our

operators keep raving

about how easy things
are to operate. Even our

listeners tell us bow good

WOR sounds!"

- Thomas R. Ray Ill, CPBE, Vice President
Corporate Director of Engineering, Buckley Radio

"We liked Axia consoles so much

we installed them in a second

studio. Then a third. Then a whole

second cluster. And Axia

cost about half what some

companies wanted us to

spend. My colleagues are

so impressed, they want

Axia consoles in their stations, too!"

- Jorge Garza, Chief Engineer
Univision Radio, McAllen, Texas

"The announcers tell us how much

they love working with the Axia
consoles... It's great to be

able to setup and save

multiple configurations

that can be recalled at a

moment's notice. I don't

know why we hadn't gone this
route earlier. Where we're irstalling

new equipment, we're onboard

with Axia."

-
Owen Martin, Director of Engineering,
Newcap Radio, Alberto, Canada

"Axia's Ethernet Inks are switched

connections - no hubs. With guaran-

teed bandwidth, and some clever

clocKing mechanisms, latency

simply isn't an issue. With regard

to cost, we found a significant
difference between Axia

and the other options we

examined. Going with

Axia cut our costs by

roughly 33%... "

- Ethan Torrey, Chief of Research & Oevelo,
Minnesota Public Radio

"I've worked with lots of equipment

in the past 30 years, and Axia is

by far the easiest system to install

and get up to speed with.

There are just a few cables

instead of hundreds; the

entire installation - with
testing - took just one
week.'

- Rudy Agus,Chief Engineer, Hi -Favor Broadcasting
Los Angeles, California

"The jocks took to the new Axia

consoles like fish to wa:er. Show

Profiles are their favorite

part, because they can ali

have custom board set-

ups. Since the first studio

was installed, we've add-

ed a new production and nterview

studio, and we plan on building

three more studios. It'll be all Axia,

all the way to the transmitter."

- Marc Johnson, Chief Engineer, WEGL-FM
Auburn University, Auburn, Alabama

ftc_12est.._
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www.AxlaAudlo.com



WAVY: Born in a barn
One of the first things to do was find a place to

create a rack room in the barn. We opted to convert
the existing conference loom into the rack room
for several reasons. The first was its size; it was large
enough to accommodate the several racks neces-
sary for this project. Second,the room was located
next to the original silo that was being used for the
WAFY's STL antennas.

The conference room was gutted and two

The grain silo isn't used to store grain anymore, but the natural
height of the structure has another practical use for the station.

The interior space wasn't remodeled, but much of the equipment
was replaced when Nassau took over the station.

Panasonic Ductless Mini Split ac units were added to the room
to provide the cooling needed for the soon -to -be -installed servers
and broadcast gear. We installed five Middle Atlantic 40RU 32"deep
racks. Three of these were dedicated to server equipment and the
other two to broadcast equipment,and each rack had an APC 2200
rackmount UPS installed for power protection and backup.

The next hurdle to overcome was how to run cable to this room.
It was difficult due to the timber -frame construction of the building;
some beams were as much as 10" thick. We opted to use Radio
Systems Studio Hub equipment to interconnect the studios to the

Design Build ))) Installation

Ram Broadcast Systems bAilds studios for
most of North America's major networks,
group stations, and news organizations.

Ram offers comprehensive studio design,
fabrication, systems integ-ation, and
components. Put Ram's years of
experience to work for you:

 Studio Design 8 Fabrica-ion
 Pre -Wired Systems
 Broadcast Furniture
 Switchers
 Metering
 Amplifiers
 Wire 8. Cable
 Racks
 Accessories
 Used Equipment
 And More!

Radio and Television Studios

RAM Broadcast Systems

www.ramsyscom.corn
800.779.7575
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"Logitek's
great support

helped me
get our new

studios going."
"When I started working on the new studios for
KAXE, I was new to radio engineering so
everything was a challenge. To make things even
more interesting, KAXE was the first USA
installation of the Logitek Mosaic console.
Fortunately, Logitek was there for me every step
of the way. With help, I successfully integrated
two new Mosaic -based studios and the central
wiring area with our ENCO system-everythinc
looks and operates great, and our operators love
the setup. Our Logitek system has been runninc
at KAXE for over a year now. Our studios
complement the wonderful look of our new
facility and the Logitek system's flexibility is

fantastic."

Dan Houg, Engineer, KAXE
Grand Rapids Minnesota

Logitek's Mosaic is a router -based console system
that provides the flexibility you need
for your facility. Call today to schedule a demo,
or visit our website for more information.

Logitek
Console Router Systems

11111.1111114.

Logitek Electrost:c Systems, Inc.
5622 Edgerr oor  Houston, TX 77081

713.664.4470
1.800.231.5870

info@logitekaudio.com
www.logitekaudio.com © 2006 Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.



WAFY: Born in a barn
rack room. This allowed us to use far less cable
to each room and still have plenty of connectivity.
We have used Studio Hub in the past with great
success and it again worked perfectly for us here.
We ran three runs of 50 -pair CAT -5e cable to each
room, which in turn gave us the ability to connect
a Studio Hub 16 -channel hub in each room.

The air studio fits a great deal of functionality into a small space.

With the rack room progressing nicely, it allowed the staff to turn
some attention to the studios. The facility had been built around
an older DOS -based Scott Studios system and the production
rooms still were using some circa 1974 Gates consoles. This would
no longer meet the needs of the programming department so we
began by installing a new Scott Studios SS32 system. This is the
standard automation system for Nassau and has always provided

us with great reliability and flexibility. The Scott Studios
install was a breeze using the Studio Hub version of the
audio card break-out box. This allowed us to quickly and
easily interconnect audio from the rack room,where the
Scott computers were located. We were able to run all
the Scott audio channels as well as the Avocent KVM
extender cable over the Studio Hub. In addition to the
new automation,we also installed new Radio Systems Mil-
lenium consoles in the production rooms. The consoles
that we chose to use were the R-6 and R-12 with some
options and upgrades. We took advantage of the Line
Selector module to allow for an eight -channel remote
line selector on each console. We have also developed,
with significant help from Radio Systems, a new type of
phone mix -minus on the Millenium consoles.This option
allows an operator to use an offline mix to feed the phone
hybrid,which in our case is the Comrex Stac system. The
user can simply put the phone channel in cue and send
any channel pre -fader to the hybrid by simply pressing the
"TEL" bus button on the channel. Once again, we made
short work of the studio equipment wiring thanks to the

adc
Audemat-Aztec

APT
Audioarts Engineering
Broadcast Electronics

Burk Technology
Comrex

Davic
Dielect

Gorman-Redl
Kintro

Micro Communicatio
Millar Electronics

Moseley
OMT

Orban
Radio Systems

Secom
Shively

Symet
Tann

TWR Lighting, Inc.
US Commerce

Wheatstone
Yamaha

P INC.
YOU KNOW WE KNOW Rai.

Digital
Radio

Conference
June 1, 2006
Charlotte, NC

University Hilton

Topics include:
HD Radio Transmission

Multicasting
Planning Digital Audio Infrastructure

Spectral Regrowth

Register online today at:
scmsconference.corn
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WAFY: Born in a barn
Studio Hub connectors, pre -wire
kits and interconnect hubs.

In addition to upgrading the
studios, the STL system was also
upgraded. With all the digital and
IP-enabled devices used at trans-
mitter sites today,Nassau opted to
use a Moseley 9003Q four -chan-
nel STL with the Moseley Lanlink
900 option. The Lanlink allows
for bidirectional IP connectivity
over a standard one-way STL link.
It allowed us to use IP-enabled
equipment from Bird and Burk
at the transmitter site without the
expense and headaches of trying
to get DSL or a cable modem on
top of a mountain.

With the studios and STL taking
shape, Nassau's IT team began to
focus on the office network and
company WAN to Frederick, MD.
This facility was going to be an
IT hub for Hagerstown, MD, and
Readi ng so they began by ordering
multiple Tls for the location. The

The Frederick faclity also serves as the Nassau IT
hub for this station and the Reading, PA, station.

The furniture was not part of the facility upgrade this time around. Wh I it

shows signs of use, it is still structurally sound.

T1 lines would be bonded together to allow for the bandwidth
needed.This facility holds theVisualTraffic and Exchange servers
for the entire Nassau Maryland/Pennsylvania region so another
major concern was redundancy in connectivity and powet The IT
engineers for Nassau use Dell and Cisco products and Frederick
was no exception. Cisco 1760 modular router and Cisco 515UL
PIX firewalls were used for the connectivity infrastructure. Dell
servers and Dell Gigabit switches were used to provide the en-
tire back office network. This setup allows Nassau maximum
network security, as well as maximum flexibility within the
ever-changing company.

In addition to all the
studio and network con-
struction,the building was
also being repainted and
recarpeted. If that was
not enough, a new roof
was attached, the entire
sales area was gutted and
new modular furniture was
installed. Once the sales
office was completed,
all new Dell workstation
computers were installed
for each sales person. Each
sales person also has ac-
cess to Dell color and Dell
black and white printers.

The entire project was
completed over the course
of about six months. In

that time the entire facility
needed to continue broad-
casting so that the listeners
and clients would have no
idea of the chaos. The en-
tire project was managed
by Nassau Broadcasting's

Director of Engineering for Maryland Mick Rapeer,
with the assistance of SeniorVP of Engineering and
Technology Tony Gervasi. Also involved with the
project were myself, Director of Information Tech-
nology Jeff Horvath and Maryland Staff Engineer
Bill McCarrey.

Since the completion of this facility the staff has
truly come to enjoy it.The radio and IT infrastructures
that were provided have helped everyone to better
do their jobs and have helped WAFY become the
number one station in the market in all of its key
demographics.

Smith is director of broadcast systems, Nassau Broadcast-
'ng, Princeton, NI.

quipment list
APC 2200 rackmount UPS
Avocent KVM extender
Burk ARC -16
Cornrex Stac
Middle Atlantic 40RU 32" deep racks
Moseley 9003Q
Moseley Lanlink 900
Radio Systems Millenium consoles,

R-6 and R-12
Radio Systems Studio Hub BOB
Radio Systems Studio Hub
Scot Studios SS32
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Facility Focus
technology behind WAFY

Radio Systems Studio Hub+
StudioHub+,the complete( AI -5 I wiring
solution from Radio Systems, is :he wiring
backbone chosen by Nassau in Frederick,
MD. Based on IT -standard CAT -5 wir-
ing,StudioHub+
simplifies
facility
wiring by
convert-
ing the myriad of audio a ad remote
connections into reliable, economical
RJ-45 connectors. The system also uses DC -Link, a remote
power system that is carried on extra CAT -5 pairs to Dower
remote devices such as headphone and mic amps,intercom
systems and router contr.)llers.5tudioHub+ has wiring solu-
tions for virtually every cpnsole digital delivery syste-n and
source device in use today. For a true end -to -end wiring
system capable of carrying analog, digital or GPI signals,
StudioHub+ is your time saving, HD radio ready, innovative
wiring solution.

www.studiohub.com
856-467-8000

Radio Systems B.O.B.

Radio Systems and AudioScier ce have partnered to create
the new StudioHub+ B. D.B. break -out -box for the ASI6000,
5000 and 4000 series multi -charnel PCI audio cards.Cables
are included to allow tke use of the B.O.B. with the cards
analog or digital inputs and outputs. The rack mount units
allow users convenient and dependable access to a I chan-
nels of sound card analog anc digital I/O, as well as clock-
ing and sync signals. One multi -pin connector connects
the B.O.B. to the audio c ard. A single B.O.B. can be used for
access to all the sound :ard digital I/O or as many as eight
analog channels.

www.radiosystems.com
856-467-8000

Comrex STAC
Th Comrex Studio Te ephone Access Center (STAC) puts
yo -1 in control of your talk shows, call -ins and phoners

with great sound,ease of operation and scalable
c 3nfiguration. It

acorporates a
pair of high-per-

formance
digital hy-
brids with
automatic
audio lev-

el control. A single control surface is inc uded for basic
operation,but up to fo Jr control surfaces may be used. Call
sc-eening and contrd are available from any networked
cc mputer using a stan Jard Web browser. AnAutoAttendant
at. tomatically answer incoming callers witn a custom mes-
sage and puts them on hold. The STAC6 is configured for
six lines and can be expanded in the field to a STAC12 for
12 phone lines. The STAC also received a Radio magazine
Pick Hit award in 2004.
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www.comrex.com
800-237-1776

Radio Systems Millenium Digital

Based on the original Millenium console, Millenium Digital
consoles are a recent addition to the popular Radio Systems
liae. The Millenium D.gital is available in 6- 12 -and 18-chan-
n al configurations. M are than 1,500 Millenium consoles are
ir. use at small and lace broadcast facilities throughout the
LS., New Zealand ar.d Africa. All previous Radio Systems
RS and Millenium series consoles are fully upgradeable to
ltillenium Digital functionality, which provides analog or
digital inputs on evey channel with 32 -b -t resolution and
sample -rate conversion. All outputs are available in analog
or AES/EBU digital format. Additional features include 10
extra auxiliary output buses, up to 10 full/ programmable
mix -minus outputs and a serial RS -232 inter ace. At NAB2006,
Radio Systems announced a partnership with Axia to include
Aida Livewire connectivity for the Millenium line.

www.radiosystems.com
856-467-8000
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Field Report

Day Sequerra M2.0
By Doug Irwin

erhaps I'm just an old dog, but while learn-
ing the new tricks of HD Radio the one
thing that always seems to be missing is a
high quality instrument for listening to the
demodulated digital signal. We've been
forced to make use of the currently available
HD Radio receivers, and although they're
OK to listen to,l never really expected the
greatest sound out of an inexpensive con-
sumer -grade radio. Adding HD2 just made
the situation more complicated.

updates via flash programming memory.
The most striking visual feature of the unit itself is the

blue LED bar graph used to display the demodulated
HD levels. It's unlike anything I've seen before, and it's a
cool feature to go along with new broadcast technology.
The unit also includes a vacuum -fluorescent display that
provides tuner status, frequency and all the HD Program
Specific Data (PSD) information-station name, title,
artist, album, genre, program type and comments-for
the HD Radio MPS and SPS.

The digital audio output is derived using a low -jitter D/A
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Performance at a glance
O. Synthesized, push-button tuning

High-level or antenna -level RF inputs

Balanced, line level outputs (Phoenix connectors)

HD Radio to analog time -alignment monitor

Transformer -isolated S/PDIF digital output

Bright LED bar graph metering

When I was offered the opportunity to
look at the Day Sequerra M2.0 modulation
monitor I eagerly took it.

The mod monitor is a 2RU, full -featured
receiver that provides LED bar graph me-
tering for analog, HD Radio and multicast
modulation. The unit includes balanced,
line level outputs, a S/PDIF digital out and
a front -panel headphone jack. These are
all features that those of us who grew up
with analog radio became accustomed to
(and I kind of felt lost without).
The unit is designed and constructed

in a way that will keep it from becoming
obsolete any time soon: the receiver, the
audio section, the CPU and even the
power supply are modular. The firmware

converter with an inherentTHD of less than 0.005 percent.
The channel separation for the demodulated digital output
is rated at greater than 90dB.

Flexible design
A couple of options are available for the M2.0. Option

M2.1 adds measurement capability in the analog domain:
19kHz pilot, 38kHz, as well as 57kHz, 67kHz and 92kHz
subcarriers. There is a front -panel metering position for
synchronous AM noise,along with a rear panel composite
output for driving subcarrier decoders.

Option M2.2 includes the Day Sequerra Remote Dash-
board software,a proprietary PC -based application,and an
Ethernet interface to provide remote control monitoring
for AM and FM HD Radio broadcasts and an alarm panel
for HD Radio signal and data attributes.

Another option for the system is the Performance Loss
Module,which has several interesting and useful features.
It will generate alarms (that can be assigned to dry -contact
relay closures available on rear -panel connectors) that
correspond to loss of common HD Radio attributes such
as MPS audio, multicast audio, analog audio, RF signal
strength and loss of OFDM lock.

The unit is exceptionally easy to install and use because
it's much like any other modulation meter you've seen or
used. Place it in a rack, connect an antenna to it (7511
input, type F connector) and it's ready to play. Select the
desired band, then use the up and down buttons to tune
up and down the dial. Once a station is tuned, the unit
decodes the analog audio and displays it on the lower
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LED bar graph set. If the station broadcasts in HD Radio,
two things quickly happen. If a multicast is present the
front panel blue LED "multicast" LED illuminates. Shortly
after that, another small blue LED indicator showing "HD
Locked" will illuminate, and the demodulated audio will
quickly fade from the analog to the HD I. In the presence

Day Sequerra

P 856-719-9900

F 856-719-9903

www.daysequerra.com

info@daysequerra.com

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive Radio magazine
feature for radio broadcasters. Each report is prepared by
well -qualified staff at a radio station, production facility or
consulting company.

These reports are performed by the industry, for the industry.
Manufacturer support is limited to providing loan equipment
and to aiding the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to publish the results
of any device tested, positive or negative. No report should be
considered an endorsement or disapproval by Radio magazine.
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of the multicast, press the "mode/service"
button,which will switch the audio output
to the HD2 stream immediately. If there
is an HD3 signal, simply pressing the "up"
button will cause the receiver to switch the
audio output over to that. Press"down" to
go back to HD2, and mode/service to go
back to HD I .

Toggling the "data -display" button allows
you to read all the fields that are available
for PSD. This is obviously a quick way
to check that your data is correct and is
displaying what you want.
The best thing about the M2.0 though,

is the way it sounds. Now you can really
hear just how good your HDRadio audio
can sound after all-you'll be pleasantly
surprised. In fact you may be shocked.Bei ng
able to go back and forth easily between
different HD Radio streams is educational
in terms of processing-nice if you hap-
pen to be using two different processors,
too. And being able to quickly study your
competition's HD Radio audio-now that's
what radio engineering is all about.

Irwin is director of engineering at Clear Chan-
nel, Seattle.

Product Showcase

4 Sine Systems

Model DAI-2 Dialup Audio Interface
 perform unattended remote broadcasts
 DTMF operated controller with play outputs

fully programmable output on ary key press

 momentary and/or main:ained relay outputs
four logi: inputs with prcgrammable output

 balancei audio input and outpu with ALC

615.228 3500
more in'immutum wwwsinesystems.corn
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Field Report

Adobe Audition 2.0
By Justin Kaiser, SBSC

have been a user of Adobe Audition, and
its predecessor, Cool Edit, since 1998 and

'am excited about the recent release of
Audition 2.0. After hearing about the soon -
to -be -released upgrade for several months,
I made the decision to transition my studio
in early February. Since then, it has been

0
C
O

4-0

O
-0

Adobe

software you should not have a problem with Adobe Audi-
tion 2.0. Some of the minimum requirements for installation
include an Intel Pentium 111,4 or Centrino, 512MB of Ram
(1GB recommended),700MB of available hard -disk space,
and a sound card with Directsound or ASIO drivers.

The computer I initially installed this upgrade on is a
2.4GHz Celeron with 512MB of Ram, and one of the first

things I noticed was how slow the program loaded,
saved and applied effects. Personally, I wouldn't
recommend editing audio on the Celeron platform.
I have since migrated to a Dual Core 3GHz system
with 2GB of Ram and the performance has certainly
improved.This version uses the processing power,
so the heftier processor is a preferred choice.

Adobe provides documentation in a hard copy
manual that is informative with examples that are
explained in careful detail,along with tutorials to
help you replicate the lessons in the real world. As
with most Adobe products,l've found the Audition
2.0 documentation fairly complete, although not
as thoughtfully laid out as I had hoped. Generally,
the basic instructions appear in one part of the
book while specific use of that function is detailed
in another part of the book. In addition, there are
video tutorials that are nicely recorded and offer
a great value to any sonic sculptor.

Get to work
The first project that I mixed in Adobe Audition

2.0 was a local car dealer commercial. I found the
learning curve fairly easy in that the majority of the
general functions that I am used to are the same. As
with previous versions,' can layer,envelope,adjust

volume and export (formerly mix -down)
the files I have created.
After using this product version for

several more days, however, my feelings
about this product transitioned from
thinking that the majority of changeswere
visually cosmetic to realizing that it had
undergone a ground -up re -build offering
new functionality in many areas.
Once you get under the hood there

is a lot more than meets the eye. For
instance, one of my favorite additions is
the multi -band compressor. This function

has brought a new level of professional processing to my
production,which translates to new potential dollars. For
the car dealer spot that I was producing, it helped me zero
in on the voice-over and give it the extra punch that was
needed in an already intense mix.

Even though I have had to relearn some of the functions I

Performance at a glance
Unlimited tracks
ASIO support

Audible scrubbing

Analog -modeled multi -band compressor

Recordable parameter automation

Spectral frequency display tools

an interesting learning experience full of
ups and downs.

Installation was simple and intuitive. If
you have installed any Windows -based
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The main edit window displays tracks and waveforms it a time -
aligned grid.

had grown familiar with, such as the absence of an"obvi-
ous"mix-down facility and preferences that are now in the
edit menu such as audio hardware setup and keyboard
shortcuts, the learning curve was not nearly as deep as
it could have been had I moved to an entirely different
editing platform. In addition, mix -down functions are
easy to accomplish.' have renewed inspiration to create
better vocals and hotter mixes for radio and TV.

Even though I will need to upgrade my processor and
add Ram to realize the full -functionality of Audition 2.0, I
have become an instant fan of this product release. The
view menu allows users to easily choose the standard edit-
ing window and a maximum performance editing palette
spanning twin monitors with the multi -track window on
the left, and channel strips,VU and effects list on the right.
I feel as if I am part of a much larger facility.

I am pleased with the enhanced multi -track capabilities
along with channel strips that beg the user to experiment
with sound, plus a configurable master effect rack and

Adobe Systems

P 408-536-6000

F 408-537-6000

W www.adobe.com

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive Radio magazine
feature for radio broadcasters. Each report is prepared by
well -qualified staff at a radio station, production facility or
consulting company.

These reports are performed by the industry, for the industry.
Manufacturer support is limited to providing loan equipment
and to aiding the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to publish the results of
any device tested, positive or negative. No report should be con-
sidered an endorsement or disapproval by Radio magazine.

twin monitor setup that brings
Adobe Audition 2.0 to a level
of luxury that must be seen to
be heard. The feared and more
expensive takeover by Adobe
has come and gone and with it
Adobe Audition 2.0 has arrived
and is changing the way I listen
and produce.

Kaiser is director of operations/engineering at
WGFA-AM/FM in Watseka, IL.
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EXPRESS LANE

IS NOW OPEN.

AudioScience introdu:es the wind's

Tint PCI Express sound cards: the

ASI6600 series. Not cnly do you get

the advantage of speedy 1,(1 E(press

da:a transfer, but our ASI6600 series

sound cards are loaded with Built for

Broadcast features. With PCI ixpress

slc is fast becoming the standad in

new PCs, now is the time to get in the

fast lane. Get ahead, and stay Mead,

with AudioScience. ..earn mcre by

calling +1-302-324-5333 or visit

www.audioscience.« m.

PCI ).>
EXPRESS'

ASI6600 SERIES FEATURES

+24dB analog levels

96kHz sample rates

SSX multi -channel support

MRX multi -rate m xing

MPEG Layer 2 and 3 encoding and
decoding

TSX time scaling

SoundGuard transient voltage
protection

Short 6.6" PCI card format

Up to 4 cards in one system

Windows 2000. ;IP and Linux drivers
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New Products
By Kari Taylor, senior associate editor

Headset mic
AKG
HSC171, HSD 171, HSC 271, HSD 271:
The HSC modelscombineashock-mounted
condenser mic with the K 2 71 circumaural
or the K 171 supra -aural headphones. The

HSD models include a shock -mount-
ed dynamic mic with the same
headphones. All models incorpo-
rate a swiveling mic that allows it
to be placed on the left or right
without modifying the headset.
Intelligent muting on the 271
models automatically silences
the microphone when the arm
is moved up. Each model
features a field -replaceable
cable with mini-XLR connec-
tor, self-adjusting headbands,

shock -mounted microphone
capsules to minimize handling

noise, closed -back earphones, velour ear -
pads and microphone windscreen.

615-620-3800: fax 615-620-3875

www.akgusa.com: akgusa@harman.com

Digital on -air console
Otari
DB-32: This console provides 24 channel

faders and all the channels offer an A/B
input switching function. Any of

the following inputs can
be assigned to A and B:
eight microphone inputs,

12 stereo and four mono ana-
log line inputsand 12 AES/EBU digital

inputs. The Channel Control Unit (eight
channel strips) supports hot -swapping,
enabling the exchange of the units even
while on the air. All of the digital inputs
and outputs have sample rate converters as
standard. Signal processing in the console
is done at 48kHz.

800-817-0577: fax 615-255-9070

www.otan.com; sales@otari.com

Mixer
Sonosax
SX42: This four -channel stereo mixer is now
available with two digital modules to output
four tracks on two AES/EBU lines or two
S/PDIF or two optical Toslink outputs.

+41 21 651 0101: fax +41 21 651 0109

www.sonosax.com; sonosax@sonosax.ch

Acoustic
absorbers

Media Specialty
Resources

Isopanel, Rollapanel:
Available :n several sizes,
Isopanel absorbers provide
sound isolation in a move-
able partition. The acoustic absorbers are available in
six stock fabrics with an additional 42 fabrics available
at an additional cost. Also available in a variety of sizes,
the Rollapanel absorbers are equipped with wheels and
bases. They are useful for lowering reverberation time in
multi -purpose display areasand performance spaces where
permanent acoustic treatments are impractical.

800-497-2087; fax 415-454-2171

www.msr-mc.com; info@msr-inc.com

Sound file player
Fifty Thousand Watt Software
ft a.- a:au Click2play:Thisaudio

file playback software
emulates a cart wall by
displaying audio files
in an on -screen button
layout. The software
operates in one of
three playback modes.

46.4 In Single Play mode, a
sound can play at any

one time. In Interrupt mode, a button click can stop the
currently playing sound and start a new sound. In Queue
Multiple mode, multiple soundfiles can be queued for
playback. The program remembers the order in which the
soundfile buttons were clicked, and starts the playback of
the next sound immediately following the previous sound.
The software can extract song titles and artists from the
soundfile names and send them to a Simplecast encoder.
As many as 140 files per screen can be displayed.

163-390-4046: www.50kws.com: sales@50kvis.com
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Wireless mic antenna combiner
Sennheiser Electronic

AC3000: This wireless mic antenna combiner uses active
circuitry to allow eight transmitters to be connected to one
antenna. Occupying 1RU, the unit operates across the
UHF range from 4 70MHz to 870MHz. Combining multiple
RF monitoring systems through a single broadband de-
vice reduces intermodulation between transmitters and
reduces cabling needs.

860-434-9190: fax 860-434-1759

www.sennheiserusa.com; lit@sennheiserusa.com
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Announcer's
console

Studio
Technologies

Model 212: Adding to
the features of the Model 210, the Model 212 features a
frequency response from 20Hz to 18kHz from mic in to
main out,0.025 percent THD+N,a S/N ratio of 71dB and a
common mode rejection ratio of 68dB at 60Hz. It features
an XLR mic input, AES3-ID I/O and a'/4" TRS headphone
jack. The console is powered by 24Vdc through a coaxial
power jack.The A/D-D/A converters are 24 -bit with a 100dB
dynamic range. Its internal sampling rate is 48kHz and
its external sampling rate is 32kHz to 96kHz.

841-616-9177; fax 841-982-0147

mwatudio-twitir stisaleastsie-teclum

Power conditioners
Furman Sound
P-8, PI. -8 Pro Series H: These units offer ac line noise
filtering and protection in a 1RU package. The P-8 is a
20A power conditioner that includes Series Multi -Stage
Protection Plus filtration and protection circuitry. The
PL -8 adds Furman's pull-out light tubes with long-lasting
LED lamps for front rack illumination.

707-163-1010; fax 707-763-1310

twm.finainssunitear itharmaasseadlam

Monitor mounts
Promounts

UF-Pro, UA-Pro 100: This mount allows
vertical and horizontal adjustment of a
monitor after installation, and fits more
than 95 percent of current flat plasma and
LCD screens made today, including most
37" to 60"screens. The mount
is manufactured from heavy
gauge steel construction
that supports as much
as 175Ibs. The UA-Pro
100 mount, for 10" to 22"
LCD screens weighing
up to 30Ibs., offers a
fully polished chrome finish,
full wire management along
with full flat, tilt, pivot and
landscape and portrait adjustability, with
a single touch. All necessary hardware is
included for different wall types. Mount-
ing hardware and theft -resistant security
fasteners are included.

310-645-6400: fax 310-868-2151

www.promounts.com; infoOpromoultuso

IT'S HERE NOW FROM BELAR
THE MOST COMPLETE HD RADIO MONITOR FOR DIGITAL FM

Radio

BEL AR

1

14? StOiz

It Includes!
 Frequency Agile Antenna and 2 High Level Inputs

 2 High Quality Analog FM Composite Outputs

 8 Analog Audio Outputs, 3 AES/EBU Outputs

 HD Status, SIS, and PAD Data

 Optional Simultaneous Decoding of HD Main and Supplemental Programs

WWW.belar.corn
Designed, Developed, and Made in USA

 RF Spectrum Analysis

 Time Alignment Analysis

 4 Assignable Alarm Relays

 RJ-45 Ethernet Interface
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Your Best Move!

Make ERI part of your Broadcast Strategy.

 Antennas
 Filters and Combining Systems
 Transmission Line and RF Components
 Broadcast Towers and Structural Products

Call 877 ERI-LINE  Visit www.eriinc.com

New Products

Active studio monitor
Tannoy

Precision D: Precision D acto. e mod-
els offer calibrated EQ for mid/near/
close field -work in full/half/quarter
and eighth space environments, mid -
band and high frequency trim shelv-
ing controls, a choice of power and
cabinet sizes, and analog and digital
input trim facilities.Additional features
include a 40mm thick contoured baffle
with brushed aluminum inlay ,a Dual
Concentric constant directivity drive unit, a supertweeter that
takes the monitor bandwidth performance to 51kHz, a S/PDIF
96kHz input with slave output to second speaker and a balanced
XLR/jack combination input connector.

519-145-1158: www.tannoy.com: inquiries@tannoyna.com

Turnkey transmission service
Propagation Systems
Towerservices: PSI accepts responsibility for all aspects of the RF
transmission plant including the commissioning of the transmitter
and providing a proof of performance to the customer on comple-
tion. PSI provides multiplexers, diplexers, filters and multi -station
antennas, as well as rigid and flexible transmission line.

814-472-5540; fax 814-472-5616

www.psibroadcast.com: psiba@surfshop.net

Monitoring unit
RFS Broadcast
RF system monitor This RF system monitor incorporates 50
configurable inputs, handles as many as 16 transmitters and of-
fers an antenna system with four main feeders. Its primary use is
for monitoring forward and reflected transmitter power, and for
mimic display of U-link/motorized switch configurations. It can
also analyze and store a range of collected data for as long as
three years. The system measures peak or true root mean square
power of complex waveforms and can compensate for the effects
of temperature variations, and independently evaluate non-linear
multi -channel systems.

877-737 9675: fax 203-821-3852

www.rfsworld.com: literature.americas@rtsworld.com

Stereo utility mixer
Broadcast Tools

II ny151=13 ,.,84,11-2 mut?

r I 2

Sum -4: The mix-
er provides four
line -level high
impednace in-
puts, which ac-
cept a balanced
or unbalanced
source; stereo
and monaural

balanced low -impedance outputs; individual front -panel level
controls; stereo micing/link port for input expansion and remov-
able screw terminal connectors.

360-854-9559; fax 360-854-9419

www.hroadcasttools.com: bti@broadcasttools.com
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New Products

Mic mute
Proco Sound
Panic Button: mic switch diverts a mic's signal from
output A to output B. The unit is useful for remote appli-
cations for a talent mic to momentarily feed a cue line.
Phantom power from output A feeds the mic at all times,
so there is no audible pop in the audio. The unit can also
be used as a cough switch for output A. although the
cough will be heard on output B.

800-253-1360; fax 269-388-9681

www.procosound.com; b-evans@procosound.com

Embedded interface
Statmon Technologies

7  7 ..0.4=7. 4 k4

ECU -86: This embedded remote control system combines
10/100baseT network connectivity with a capability of
any combination of 192 total channels and connections.
It includes two USB ports and one external serial device
connection. The unit permits connection via WAN, LAN,
Internet, Bluetooth and Wi-fi.

310-440-8053: fax 310-218-6585

www.statmoricom: info@statmon.com

Upgrades and Updates
Burk Technology is now shipping the Autopilot

3 broadcast facility control software for the Arc -
16. A fully functional demo is available at the
Burk website. (www burk.com...Day Sequerra
has introduced a Performance Loss Module
providing a!arm capabilities as an option for its
M2.0 and M4.0 HD Radio modulation monitors.
The module generates alarms when real program
silence is detected in HD Radio or analog broad-
casts. (www.daysequerra.com)...Ibiquity Digital
has certified the Audemat-Aztec Navigator HD
mobile FM and HD Radio field strength meter.
The Navigator HD can decode SPS, SIS, PSD and
measure level, time and phase alignment be-
tween the analog and the digital signals. (www.
audemat-aztec.corni...Orban has shipped the
first Optimod-AM 9400 audio processors. This
processor features two processing chains: one for
AM analog broadcasting and one for netcasting/
digital radio broadcasting. (www.orban.com)...
Axia has been busy signing agreements with sev-
eral manufacturers to include Livewire connectiv-
ity in their products The manufacturers include
Radio Systems, Net:a, Broadcast Electronics,
D.A.V.I.D. and IDC. (www.axiaaudio.com)

co

11=1.:
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Get your own copy!
Each month, the Radio Technology Leader

brings you the latest must -read information

about radio broadcasting:

FCC Update Field Reports

Managing Technology New Products

Trends in Technology RF Engineering
Facility Showcases

Rail
THE RADIO TECHNOLOGY LEADER

To start your own FREE

subscription, go to
subscribe. beradio.com?tc=nn6007

and complete the online
application form TODAY!
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New Products

USB Speakers
Edirol

MA-1EX: These speak-
ers plug and play on
any Windows or Mac
OS -based system. The
speakers also feature

a bass enhancer for
a fuller sound, 'Is"
headphone jack
and S/PDIF output.

An integrated USB cord wrap is also pro-
vided for portable cable management.

360-594-4213: fax 360-594-4271

www.edirol.com; sales@edirol.com

Mixer and audio interface
Alesis
Multimix I irewire: This series includes eight-, 12- and 16 -channel
analog stand-alone mixers with an integrated 24 -bit Firewire inter-
face. Each input channel on the mixer issent into the computerwhile
a stereo output is received from the computer for monitoring. Other
features are eight high -gain mic/line (XLR and '/4"balanced) inputs
with phantom power, two stereo balanced 'A" line inputs,aux send
and stereo aux return. The mixers offer three -band EQ per channel
and 24 -bit, 44.1 /48kHz operation with A/D-D/A conversion.

800-5-ALESIS: fax 310-255-3401: www.alesis.com: info@alesiszem

Find the mic winner
March issue

Congratulations to

Scott Todd
of WWTC-AM in Eagan, MN.

His name was drawn from the correct entries for the March
issue. He won a Heil PR -40 mic from Transaudio Group.

4t$

The mic icon was the second "1" in
"Exhibits" on the blue banner.

BROADCASTING
www.transaudiogroup.com

No purchase necessary.
For complete rules, go to beradio.com.

CD/DVD duplicators
Octave Systems

Copy Master 11, Copy Master 11
Pro 10:The 11 -drive Copy Master
II provides one -to -11, one -to -9,
one -to -seven, one -to -five, one -to -
three and one-to-one duplication.
It can burn 16x on DVD+R,DVD-R
formats and CDs 48x. It dupli-
cates standard 120mm CDs and
DVDs and business -card shaped
discs and mini CD/DVD formats.
The 10 -drive Date Safe Copy Master II Pro 10 features stand-
alone operation and a front -bay 160 hard drive that can
be removed and moved to a secure location. The Pro 10
provides one-to-10,one-to-eight,one-to-six and one -to -four
duplication and can duplicate DVDs 16x, 8.5GB Dual
Layered DVDs up to 4x and CDs up to 48x.
408-866-13t24: fax 408-866-4252; www.octave.com; info@octave.com

Stereo audio editor
Audion Laboratories

Voxpro 4.0: This latest version
includes a 100x zoom that

allows quick exact editing
and markers to mark while

recording or playing
back. Voxpro shows
a floating window
with timeline posi-

0147
lion and marker titles.

Right clicking a title allows
note editing and auto play from the

marker, and automatic gain control and a peak program
VU meter with a 72dB range. The workstations connected
to a station's LAN automatically detect each other and
stay connected, allowing users to access their password -
protected accounts from anyVoxpro workstation. The unit
can import and edit all formats including MP3. Record the
host in one channel, the caller in another and play back
in stereo (4 mono.

206-842-5202; fax 206-842-6029; www.audionlabs.com

Diffusor
Auralex

Acoustics
Space Array: The dif-
fusor combines hemi-
spherical acoustical dif-
fusion with a wood finish.
Based on a quasi -random
series, the 24"x 24"panels
are useful for control
rooms, auditoriums, per-
formance venues, listen-
ing rooms, home theaters and worship spaces.

317-842-2600: fax 317-842-1760

www.auralex.com: auralexinfo@auralex.com
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Independent Talkback
A l lealphone System w_tii Selectable Talkback for Each User

FlexPhones Master
The FlexPhones Master a a protess.onal Broadcast/Studio six ch&nn-sldistnbuted

headphone system with independent !Aback capabilities. Each of ne six channels
provides stereo program monitoring and selective talkback with ntratcnnechon ova

CAT5 cable to multiple Active Headphone Remotes (AHR-1) and/or tutor Kix Selector

Interface (MSI). Multiple masters may be cascaded to form Larger systems.
The FlexPhenes Master is equipped with inputs for stereo program Ind (Aback

audio. Rear panel program and talkbacit triirkilelb are provided to pe-mt maximum
input levels The microphone/line level talkback input a available ria a rear panel
plug-in euroblock connector, while the front panel XLR connector fecileates the use

of a user -provided gooseneck microphone or headset The front pane is equipped
with a level control for local headphones with both 1/4' and 1/r Steger) headphone
jacks The six front panel talkback switches allow the user tc independently
communicate with each AHR-1 listener and can be configured tc insert talkback
audio into only the left or both ears and dim either or both progran cnannels Any
combination of switches may be pressed. while the -Al-Calf interrepi all listeners.
The Talkback function can be remotely controlled. Six RJ45 jacks are provided to
distnbute audio and power via CATS cable to the AHR-1's. whirl cx nionn to the

Studio Hub format. Low -Z balanced audit .7,e>,j

audio degradation with long cable runs

AHR-1 Active Headphone Remote
The Acme Headphone Remcte (AHR-- ) contains a stereo amplifier designed

to work wit any combination of high-eftiency headphones with impedances
between 24 and E090 ohms The AHR-1 is equipped with Vir and 1/4' headphcne
jacks. level control. user-confcgured utiity momentary pushbutton and LED
indicator. Two rear panel RJ45 jacks are provided for connection via CAT5 caole
to the FlexF hones Master The AHR-1 mc y be desktop mounted, under cour ter
or with the .)ptional HR-1/MP a HR-1/MP-XLR mounting plates. which may be
turret or coaster -top mounted.

Manx factured with
Pride in the USA

BROADCAST'tools
support@b-oadcasttools.com

www.broadcasttools.com

INNOVATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING TOOLS FOR BROADCAST
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Transcom Corporation
AM 6 Fm Transmitters

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters

Authorized Representatives for all major equipment manufacturers

USED FM TRANSMITTERS EXCITERS
1.5 KW 1983 BE FM 1 5A 'New' 20 and 30 W synthesized
2.5 KW 1984 Continental 814R-1 exciters
3.5 KW 1986 Harris HT 3.5 Used Continental 802A
5 KW 1982 Harris FM 5K
6 KW 1995 Henry 6000D
7+ KW 2005 Harris Z16 HD NEW TV TRANSMITTERS

10 KW 1988 BE FM10A Special Discount Pricing On:

10 KW 2001 Henry 10.000D-95 VHF and UHF TV Antennas (10w

10 KW 1990 Harris HT 10 to 10kW)

20 KW 1978 Collins 831G2 TV STL

20 KW
25 KW

25 KW
30 KW
50 KW

1985

1980

1982
1986

1982

Harris FM20K

CSI -T -25 -FA (Amp Only)

Harris FM25K
BE FM30A
Harris Combiner w/auto
exciter- transmitter
switcher

USED TV TRANSMITTERS
5 kW UHF Harris Diamond CD sou

Stale
55kW UHF RCA TTU-55

USED MISC. EQUIPMENT

USED AM TRANSMITTERS
Bird Dummy Load. 1014%,
Bird RF Thruline Wattmeter. 50S

1999 Omnitronix 1000A solid state1 KW Delta TCA
1 KW 1983 Harris MW1A Solid State Potomac Phase Monitor AM19
5 KW 1985 Continental 315R1 w/sampler
5 KW 1982 Harris MW5A Potomac Phase Monitor 1901 Nita
5 KW 1987 Harris MW5B 2 Twr
10 KW 1988 Harris DX -10 Sola Voltage Reg. 60hz 1 KVA
10 KW 1982 Harris MW10A s -phase
10 KW 1986 Harris MW1OB
12 KW 2000 Nautel XL12 Solid State
50 KW 1985 Continental 317 C2

Please go to our web site for updated listings - www.tmamtv.com
Retuning and Testing Available

CALL US FOR A QUOTE!
2655 Philmont Ave. Suite 200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

800-441-8454 215-938-7304 Fax: 215-938-7361

Easy Ordering In Nanoseconds

L-.ew*1
- PINliva I :."----.--A,- --- - --fi

.11111

 -

With the ONLY 1,700+ page catalog
of the NEWEST irformation 4 times
a year. and daily updates to over
630,000 products 3n -line. you can
depend on Mouse- for easy ordering
in nanoseconds!

mouser.com (800) 346-6873

MOUSERELIECTRONICS
NEW Products
NEW Technologies
NEW Suppliers

y

The NEWEST Smniconeucters I Passe... I Ireen:annacts1Peeer I Electromechanir.al I Test. Teets S Supplies

Broadcast Devices, Inc.

Got composite, need AES?

:

II sa '410

lie a

The Total Digital Solution...

bdi
Broadcast Devices
(P) 914.737.5032
(F) 914.736.6916
www.Broadcast-Devices.com

Our solutions to composite distribution include the
CDS series composite audio switchers and the CMP-300
Composite Audio Mixer/DA. Use your existing compos-
ite STL or stereo generator to drive AES input exciters
with our new optional CTD-1 plug in module for the
CDS series switchers! Don't buy an external silence
sensor either! We put one in the CDS-302 for you
already. We have the total solution for your distribution
needs! We provided an RBDS loop through for applica-
tion of RBDS to two exciters with one generator!

Today's digital broadcasting environment calls for
a digital solution. The AES-302 features a two input
digital switcher with automatic switching upon silence
or digital errors. Digital radio means you need more
outputs than ever. That's why we incorporated a four
output digital DA in the AES-302. We didn't forget about
analog either. There is a high quality analog output of
the selected input available too. Many solutions in one
package make the AES-302 indispensable for your
transmitter or studio switching.
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AM RF Systems...

LBA Technology, Inc.
Reach Farther, Sound Bette!'"

without the surprises.

LBA Technology is your proven, worldwide supplier

of HD radio ready AM antenna systems. Our array

of RF products includes directional antenna systems,

diplexers and triplexers, ATU's, and components for

every power level. LBA systems are designed and

custom fabricated to your distinct requirements.

We put our 40 years of AM RF experience into

helping you reach farther and sound better! See v.

hat we can do for you at www.LBAgroup.com or

call us at 252-757-0279.

252.757.0279 www.LBAgroup.com  3460 Tupper Drive Greer:Tale. NC 27835

A1411111
TdTVeErtNiTSIeOrSN

To advertise in Radio Magazine, contact:

Angie Connley
913.967.7221  aconnley@prismb2b.com

Joyce Nolan
610.701.9993  jnolan©prismb2b.com

Broadcast Engineering
Propagation Software

Professional software packages for FCC
app 'cations and predicting coverage.

Create stunning 'real -world' coverage
maps and interference studies using
Longley-Rice. TIREM. ITU-R P1546-1,
PTP. FCC and others with Probe 311

.Sea-ch FM channels under spacings and
contour protection using FMComrnanderl"
Prepare AM skywave and groundwave
allocations studies and map FCC contour
coverage using AM -Pro"'

.iPtot STL paths and coverage over 30
terrain with Terrain -3D"'

VLOMINIJNICA111,,..., enyarteenng calstrieng
RA Commisilm Sellemn softwareani figimeirlog Comma*,

VMAV. v -sof t .com 800 743-3684

oft The Wader in txhacicast

gilwgrrsi,g1Low4nTs

Transmitting & Audio Tubes

Semiconductors
Taylor
Eimac

Amperex
M4/Com

Immediate

Shipment

from Stock

Motorola
Toshiba

Thompson
Mitsubishi

 Se Habla Espanol  We Export

760-744.0700 800-737-2787
Fax: 760-7441943

www.rfparts.com
Email:

rfp@rfparts.com
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REmotE Broadca5t Solutions!!!
c:

Cie-puLtylXrclem

12Mr.1

S'(.7) 0

- Mk/Llne to Telephone InterfacF

D. Outputs & Inputs for telephone handset, cellular phone or
balanced line level at up to +10dBm.

D Operates up to 36+ hours on two 9V alkaline batteries.

High quality. user-switchable, internal I mibr prevents clipping.

D External power input with silent, auto -switching battery backup.

D Individual gain controls for send, recene aid headphones levels.

CircultVVerkes, Inc.
35-215-3-g7-6555

Florida 32609,
cw

r
Luc artirihrkos I *I hop

Audio

TelTap - Pocket-Slzed
Manual Telephone Coupler

D Can be used as a phone tap or a passive manual
telephone coupler.

D Send cr receive telephone audio.

D Mute Switch disconects all audio to or from
the phone line, but leaves the TelTap connected.

D Compact size & low cost makes the TelTap a great
remote kit addition for main or backup capabilities.

Get info on these 6- other
great remote products at
www. circuitwerkes. corn

Total Walk -Away

Live Assist

Satellite Music Formats

Built -In Voice Tracking

Built -In Digital Editor

Built -In Music Scheduling

Built -In Background Record

Automatic Hooks Promo Generation
Internet Voice Tracking

No Proprietary Hardware
Plays MP2, MP3, WAV, WMA

Call Us Toll Free: 888.OnAir.99
Outside USA: 740.282.SOFT
Fax Us Toll Free: 888.OnAir.11

30 -DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

451-VINIFTATIC
BROADCAST FURNMJRE

Custom Image Room Furniture

Force 36 MF

Why Omnirax?

IN Excellent collaborative custom dcskgn aMahrv.
to sou get exactly what tat aunt

II 'drogue sombinatuin of Style. functionalits
and ergonomics

 Fanatical artennon n, &tad
IN 15 rears of ezgunence

11 100% satnfacoun guaranteed

P 0 Bus 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966
800.332.3393 415.332.3392 FAX 415.332.2607

wwwomnirax.com info@omnirax.com

Time

magazine
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Problem...

/J(

PROAUDIO.COM
CROUSE-KIMZEY COMf.n,

0 2006 Crouse-Kimzey Co.

Gel your own copy!
Each month, the
Radio Technology Leader
brings you the latest
must -read information
about radio broadcasting:

FCC Update
Managing Technology
*Trends in Technology
Facility Showcases
Field Reports
New Products
RF Engineering

Ra
1 HE RADIO T FCHNOL OGY

call
f' roc:v.4d; o cow?

non;ct V11416cas
on .64 -le way?

6-recte

Home office: 800-433-2105
C -K Colorado: 800-257-6233
C -K Mid America: 877-223-2221
C -K MissDuri: 800-955-6800

To start your own FREE subscription, go
to er.pbsub.com/nn5012 and complete
the on-line application form TODAY!

Other models
to choose from

including AM, FM
and Internet.

fe-whily
=

Were FCC Certified
STOCK' FM Stereo Transmitter

0

GET ON -THE RIR, STRY ON-THE-RIR!
V 50W RF output, continuous duty!
V Auto protect with auto soft fail &

auto restore!
V Automatic battery backup!
V Digital display of al, parameters
V Perfect for LPFM and Translators, as

well as stand-alone exciters

socs700

Sli9s5ale
Yea' /0530,What's the

bottom line?
To stay on -the -air!
The PX50 was designed with
that in mind! Auto monitoring
of all parameters, with auto-
matic power reduction and
restore on VSWR and tempera-

ture errors! No more down time, AND no more trips to the tower site! Plus
the PX50 is FCC Certified under parts 2, 73, & 74 (ID: PF3PX50) and Industry
Canada approved (IC: 4318A-PX50) so you will never have to worry about non-
compliance! Get on the air QUICK ...and STAY on the air, with the PX50!

EP.,(PAPY

RAMSEY ELECTRONICS, INC.
590 Fishers Station Drive  Victor, NY 14564
830-446-2295  585-924-4560
wwww.ram.seyelectronics.com
Providing Value And Performance For Over 30 Years!

Check us out on the Internet!
WWW.BERADIO.COM
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For Sale

AcousticsFirst
ITV:888.765-2900

Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

RangeMaster Transmitters
LPAM AM band radio station

919-367-0607
License fret .eth 1-2 mile range, Great Sound!

www.am1000rangemaster.com

MBC CONSULTING

 FM BROADCAST
ENGINEERING SPECIALISTS

 APPLICATIONS & UPGRADES

 FREQUENCY SEARCH

5199

 CUSTOM MAPPING

800-219-7461  WWW.MBCRADIO.ORG

Professional Services

Structural Analysis

Cis
ecri, Inc

7717 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610

(812)925-6000
www.ERlinc.com

To advertise in

Radio Magazine, contact:

Angie Connley
913.967.7221

aconnley@prismb2b.com

Joyce Nolan
610.701.9993

jnolan@prismb2b.com

Take the
FASTtrack

with you
Download the Radio magazine

FASTtrack, Exhibitor Directory and
BEC Session Guide to your Palm or

Pocket PC today. The files are on the
Radio magazine website. Look for the

link at beraiio.com.
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Sinn Off
By Kari Taylor, senior associate editor

Do you remember?

Wag. Inla
lini Mid II NMI I V hi lilli Mil I

About eighteen years ago, the Orban
787A programmable mic processor was
making its way into radio stations. The
processor optimized the sound of a mic
and could quickly recall the setups. The

Sample and Hold
A Bigger Browser Share

Firefox
reached 10

percent
market

penetration
in March

2006

ter

Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0
Firefox 1.5
Firefox 1.0
Safari 41
Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.0
Safari 31
Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.5
Netsca e 7.0
Other

82.39%.
5.92%
3.98%
1.94%

1.13%

1.01%

0.88%
0.65%
2.90%

Total is more than 100 percent because of rounding errors. Other includes other ver-
sions of the listed browsers as well as Netscape, Mozilla, Opera and others.

Source: Net Applications' Browser Version Market Share for March, 2006.

787A featured a three -band para-
metric equalizerwitha"constant
Q"design and full notch filtering.
The noise gate attenuated control room noise by as
much as 25dB and a compressor gate prevented
noise rush -ups during pauses. A de-esser controlled
excessive sibilance.The processor offered 32 memory
registers that stored control parameters for recall. An
effects send and return with programmable return
gain simplified integration of external reverb or other
processors. Built-in connectors offered remote con-
trol, midi and future serial interfaces. An optional
second -channel slave was available for dual -mono
or stereo operation.

That was then

The September 1969 cover of Broadcast Engi-
neering magazine depicted Radio Free Europe's
(RFE) master control room, which channeled
the many program inputs for transmission to
countries behind the Iron Curtain. Radio Free
Europe was known to most Americans as a
big radio station that broadcasted to eastern
Europe. It grew much like many U.S. broadcast-
ing organizations.

In 1965, the organization built a new master
control system at a low cost of $12,000. The new
system all but eliminated jack fields, which was
a significant step at the time. The only jack field
left was for metering all transmitter feed lines.

Four years later, RFE had grown from a single
7.5kW transmitter in a truck to a 32 -transmitter
system broadcasting from three sites with a
total power of 2.245MW. All the systems were
linked and fed from the main operations center
in Munich, Germany. A separate audio feed in
five languages was sent to select transmitters
from Munich, making it necessary to control
five separate programs in the studios at one time.
The master control system provided centralized
audio and switching control.
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This Little Unit 411.111

Can Do BIG Things!

up Fri.rf 1 -JD i'AJ\DirJ7

The Vorsis AP -3 digital processor is
the ideal tool to shape your sound

exactly the way you want it
-cleanly and efficiently.

Bu It arcund a multi -band compressor
with complementary AGC, the AP -3
replaces a whole rack of dedicated

uni-s. VORSIS pre -conditions your
signal (HPF, LPF, notch filter, de-esser,

expander), then let's you apply 3 -band
AGC/:ompression and 4 -band para-

metric EQ (signal chain reversible)
befo-e going through a final stage

zero -overshoot peak limiter.

With real-time spectrum density
readouts and full metering, our

included PC graphic interface
software makes operation of the

AP -3 direct and easy, offering
complete control of all audio
parameters, presets, monitor

functions, system settings
and security-all through

a single RJ-45 ethernet
connection that lets
you control one or

many AP -3 units.

TM

TAILOR THAT SOUND V7d=:=Af=
te/ 252-638-7000 /sa/esovorsis.com / www.vorsis.com Copyright © 2005 by Wheatstone Corporation



It's a Whole New WORLD!

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING
NET ORK

AUDIOARTS NET is the EASY way to interface your D -75N digital consoles! And
because D-75Ns are also standalone designs each studio can operate INDEPENDENTLY, relying on the
network only to share resources. And by EASY interface we MEAN it-you don't have to be a software
guru or IT professional to get up and running-and STAY running! And because it's AUDIOARTS, you
can rest assured it'll be reliable and preserve your budget. TAKE ADVANTAGE of WHEATSTONE's
extensive expertise in DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY!

ftAUDIOARTS ENGINEERING

sa/es@wheatstone.corn / tel 252-638-7000 / www.audioarts.net Copyright 0 2006 by Wheatstone Corporation




